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FOREWORD

CONTRIBUTING TOWARDS AFRICAN SOCIAL SCIENCE

The last decade in particular has witnessed a concerted
effort by progressive and radical African scholarship
to assert itself and thereby begin the process of develop-

Walter

ing its

made their mark even before they hit their ‘50’s: Claude
Ake and Okwudiba Nnoli; by the generation of
Southern scholars: Archie Mafeje, Bernard Magubane
and I.B. Tabata; and not forgetting the contribution
of the National Liberation Movements of Southern
Africa themselves, nor the South African Communist

paradigm with regard to the analysis and
characterization of the African condition. For too long,
own

African radicals had been either concealed behind the

of the “Africanists” of the Northern
Hemisphere, to be flaunted as and when it was convenient for the patronizing god fathers of Radical Northem Hemispherena to do so; or completely dependent
on the latter for survival, authentication and for the
occasional access to publication. Thus “African Social
Science” became synonymous with the “gurus” of the
aprons

“African Studies” industries of North America and
Western Europe.
But only in recent years have radical African scholars

begun to realize the need to enhance the process of the
development of genuine African Social Science through
their own organizations and publications. It is only on
the basis of their own identity and independence that
African scholars will be able to conduct genuine
dialogue with counterparts all over the world. More
important, only then will progressive African scholars
transcend this current practice of reacting to and rejecting the hegemony of the “Africanists” of the Northem Hemisphere; and thereby establish their own
paradigm — like the Latin American counterparts did
in the 1970’s
as a basis for an African Social Science
Community.
It is a long struggle, this struggle for independence.
It is a struggle whose genesis lies in the overall struggle for African Liberation; a struggle that dates back
from the very day that another world sought tö
dominate Africa, exploit and plunder its resources, oppress and enslave, and even remove a significant proportion of its peoples to other parts of the world (the
African diaspora). It is a struggle that in the world of
assertive scholarship first found expression among such
Africans (and persons of African origin) as W. E. du
Bois, Marcus Garvey and C.L.R. James in the initial
period; a struggle subsequently taken up by such
notables as Kwame Nkurumah, Frantz Fanon, Julius
Nyerere and Amilcar Cabral. And today, in the many
African scholars and activists that have helped bring
us nearer to the African radical paradigm: the “Dar
es Salaam School” as represented by such persons as
—

Rodney, Issa Shivji, Dan Nabudere, Mahmoud
Mamdani, Nathan Shamuyarira and Yash Tandon; by
the group of West African scholars that have already

Party out of whose ranks such scholars as Ruth First
emerged.
Among and around some of these scholars have
developed African social science institutions that have
sought to mobilise and coordinate African scholarship
and research: the Dakar-based Institute of Development Economic Planning (IDEP) that Samir Amin so
ably led in the 1970s; and the Council for the Developand Joe Slovo

ment

of Economic and Social Research in Africa

(CODESRIA) which Abdalla Bujra and Thandika
Mkandawire helped to develop in the Senegalese
capital; and not forgetting the African Association of
Political Science (AAPS) that has become a landmark
in this struggle for the African identity in the world
of social sciences.
This the Southern

African Political and Economic
Monthly (SAPEM) is but a modest contribution to that
honourable tradition of struggle. It is hereby inaugurated as a support to its senior sister, ihe African
Journal of Political Economy (AJOPE) which will
carry the more substantive and detailed articles and
will, for the time being, be published twice annually.
Already the first two issues of AJOPE have made their
mark: “Southern Africa in Crisis” and “Labour Proin Africa”.
Unlike AJOPE, therefore, SAPEM will be more

cess

general and topical, inviting contributions around the
most immediate and pressing subjects of our subregion. There is now so much concentrated social
science and intellectual activity in Southern Africa that
this new monthly is long overdue. But SAPEM'f/i\\ seek
to create a bridge between intellectuals and the mass
base, providing a forum for debate and analysis of the
major issues and developments in our sub-region and
beyond. It is hoped that SAPEM WiW make its fair contribution towards the development of progressive
African Social Science.
Ibbo Mandaza
Editor
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COMMENT

(The Sanctions Question and) The Black
Mineworkers’ Strike in South Africa

We had

hoped that the inauguration of this first issue

of SAPEM would coincide with the decision by the
Frontline and SADCC states to impose sanctions

against South Africa. That decision appeared so imminent only a few months ago when the two key adr
vocates of sanctions — Kenneth David Kaunda and
Robert Gabriel Mugabe — made their principled stand
on this matter. SAPEATs intention then was to lend

support to, and express its own

commitment and

solidarity with, that stand. But in doing so, also to
acknowledge that the process of imposing sanctions
would be tantamount to a great sacrifice on the part
of the peoples of those Frontline and SADCC states

sub-region, feel so strongly about this matter.
acutely aware and realize that no leaders
could confidently introduce and implement such a
policy on their own; certainly not when those who control and manage our economies are not only reluctant
to subscribe to such a policy but even threaten to wreck
it altogether if imposed from the top. Not suprisingly, those at home and abroad who devotedly helped
Ian Smith to weather sanctions against Rhodesia are
the same persons who today oppose sanctions against
South Africa; and are determined to have them fail if
and when Government should see fit to introduce such
in

our

For

we are

more so

that would have decided on such a brave move. And
since the leaders of the imperialist would have

sanctions.
If such are the reasons for the delay in the implementation of a decision already taken at the highest political

characteristically refused to impose sanctions against

level, then there

South Africa.
So SAPEM wanted those, who
reason are

for whatsoever

opposed to sanctions, to know, that the

are some lessons to be drawn about
this stage of the development of the struggle in
Southern Africa.
The most obvious is that it exposes the acute

of the Black states of Southern

Frontline and SADCC states concerned had made a

economic vulnerability

political decision out of political commitment to the
struggling masses of South Africa. And that they had
done so even in spite of the warning of dire economic
consequences that have been so highlighted by both
the weak at heart amongst us and by those who have
economic interests in South Africa. But also to emphasize that out of such a great political commitment,
and all the sacrifices that go with it, begins the process of genuine disengagement from South Africa and
the development of viable economies — while
simultaneously contributing towards tlie liberation of

Africa, particularly those of them that appear so much
more economically viable because of their closer links
with South Africa. Such vulnerability is enhanced by

occasion it
might have been: what with the historic Black
Mineworkers’ Strike; and the clear indications that the
South African masses are determined to bring down

South Africa and Namibia. And what an

the apartheid edifice, with or without the imposition
of sanctions by Africa and the rest of the world.
So far, none of the Frontline and SADCC states has

decided to impose sanctions against South Africa. No
doubt, much to the disappointment of the two key advocates of Sanctions: Kenneth David Kaunda and
Robert Gabriel Mugabe. We sympathize with them,
ind with all those who, like the mass of our peoples

2

in our midst of elements that are either
pro-South African or compradorian in character. There
is, however, the danger that, increasingly forced into
a position of seige by the growing internal storm, the
Boers might themselves resort to sanctions against their
Black neighbours. There is therefore urgent need for
the Frontline and SADCC states^to continue the search
for a comprehensive strategy — that might begin with
selected areas for action — towards disengagement
from, and isolation of, South Africa. The idea of sanetions against South Africa should not be rejected: the
Frontline and SADCC states should accept short-term
suffering in order to reap long-term benefits. But it will
also be a significant contribution to the struggle of the
toiling masses of South Africa. Sanctions against South
Africa are more than timely now in the wake of the
historic Black Mineworkers’ strike: an event that is but
an indication of bigger things to come; yet another
significant landmark on the road to Peoples’ Power

the presence

in South Africa.
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INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES

Sanctions: The US and South Africa
Shelby Lewis

The Author is

an

African-American scholar

currently based in Harare

The

Objectives of Sanctions
are strategies aimed at achieving
specific foreign policy objectives. In effect,
they are an extension of a nation’s foreign
policy. They are coercive measures designed to enforce compliance with international
law or treaty obligations. They are generally applied when efforts at achieving a desired
end through negotiations are frustrated by
intransigence and the nation or nations attempting to persuade the intransigent na.tion(s) to comply is unwilling or unable to
engage in armed hostilities. Thus, it might
Sanctions

There

are official and unofficial positions
sanctions, but support or opposition to
sanctions against a particular nation is simply
an indication of national policy towards that
on

nation and not

an

indication of support or

opposition to sanctions as a political strategy.
principally opposed to the use
of any effective strategy, including sanctions

No nation is

any other measure deemed necessary to
promote and protect national interests and
to ensure international peace and securiy.
or

be accurate to describe sanctions as the mid-

The Issue of South Africa

point between negotiations and military action or “midway between diplomacy and
war.” (Reiss, 1987).
Forms of sanctions include, but are not
limited to cultural boycotts, political rebuffs,
blackballing, the withdrawal of aid, expulsion from international bodies, and
economic pressure usually in the form of partial or full trade embargoes. The threat of
a full trade embargo is often sufficient to
bring about compliance from an errant nation, but when neither the threat or the application of full sanctions prove effective, the
ultimate coercive measure is military, either
blockades, limited occupation or full-scale

The issue of sanctions

war.

National governments may impose sanetions which other nations feel are uncalled

for, too punitive or constitute outright aggression. However, the only recourse that a
weak nation has to unilateral sanctions, apart
from complete surrender, is international
mediation. A strong nation may apply effective counter sanctions or, with the aid of
friends and allies, engage in sanctions busting
and thus avoid the brunt of intended sanetions. As a last resort a strong nation might

defend itself against perceived
aggression. In the case of multilateral or collective sanctions, it is a grouping of nations
regional or worldwide — which makes the
decision to impose sanctions in an effort to
pressure on errant nations or groups of nations to conform to an agreed upon code of
behaviour. Nations which are sanctioned by
the international community generally have
a long history of violations against international law and international codes of justice
and thus are often international pariahs.
However, when the international community agrees to sanction a nation, the effectiveness of the action depends in large
measure on the willingness of nations to enforce the sanctions and on the ability of international organizations to monitor compliance, especially by key nations.
go to war to

—
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against South Africa,
pariah nation, is complicated by the fact
that very powerful nations in the international community are either (a) unwilling to
impose official sanctions of any kind against
the apartheid regime; (b) unwilling to impose
comprehensive, punitive sanctions against
the regime; (c) unwilling to rigorously enforce sanctions; or (d) content to turn a blind
eye to sanctions busting activities within the
international community. When these
powerful nations constitute South Africa’s
largest trading partners and are part of the
western alliance which has vigorously protected that white minority regime from ina

ternational sanctions for over a decade the
situation becomes very problematic.

The Western Countries and South Africa
South Africa

owes

its existence

to the sup-

port that it receives from the United States,

Britain, France, West Germany and staunch
allies Uke Japan and Israel through
which a great deal of western military support for the minority regime is funnelled.
But, rather than exerting pressure on South
Africa to dismantle apartheid, these western
states appear to be looking for ways of
reassuring the white racist regime of its continned support. Indeed, states within the
western

alliance have effectively embraced
South Africa as a friend and ally and by their
actions have virtually rendered mute, at this
western

point in time, the question of effective comprehensive sanctions against that regime.
Admittedly, there are differences in the
positions of members of the western alliance
on sanctions against South Africa. Most
member states have taken official positions
in favour of sanctions, however limited the
sanctions package or the enforcement

has refused to
even

impose unilateral sanctions,

limited, to join in Commonwealth

tions
other

or

to

sane-

support sanctions imposed by

international bodies. Since
largest investment portfolio, has the largest group of nationals in South Africa
kith and kin, and
has the longest history of involvement with
that entity, as a colonial master, overseer of
a regional, imperialist federation embracing
neighbouring states, major trading partner,
and a state with strong racist heritage, it is
not surprising that her national interests are
linked with those of the apartheid state. U.K.
foreign policy, which is decidedly pro-South
African, reflects that link. This makes the
efforts at imposing effective sanctions
against South Africa extremely difficult, particularly since the sanctions instituted by
regional

or

the U.K. is the nation with the
—

other members of the western alliance are
limited trade sanctions rendered ineffective

by weak enforcement provisions.
Historically, these western states have
firmly supported sanctions against errant nations. Poland, Cuba, the USSR and Iran are
a

few of the nations which have been sub-

jected to sanctions for policies and practices
less unjust, inhumane and damaging to international peace and security than apartheid. However, on the question of sanctions
against the white minority regime in South
Africa, there appears to be a western front.
One might even call it a racist front which
cloaks its pro-South African position behind
pretenses of concern regarding the effectiveness of sanctions as a strategy in the
South African case and behind hypocritical
concern about the impact of sanctions on
black South Africans and on frontline states.
While giving lip service to the moral imperative of sanctions, the western front falls
short of pressuring South Africa on her most
vulnerable fronts, intenational credit and
trade. Western governments stood by when
bankers from New

negotiated
which

was

a

York, London and Bonn
reprieve for the minority regime

in serious financial straits

over

repayment of loans totaling $13 million they
continue to turn a blind eye to the sanctions

busting activities of businessmen nationals
and departments and agencies of their states;
and they engage in sham divestment
manoeuvres which are riddled with loopholes
favourable to the South African economy.

But the U.K. under Thatcher is

Western nations are not alone in their
sanctions busting practices. Eastern Euro-

completely intransigent with regards to saneagainst South Africa. That government

pean states like Poland and Bulgaria are guilty of sanctions busting through counter trade

measures.

tions
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with South Africa. These states take advan-

capitalist, anti-communist and considered

tage of the trade vacuum and the favourable
terms of trade offered by the minority regime
because it is one way of boosting their trade
balances and generally weak economies. Cer-

American ally, the basic racist tendencies of
US power-holders often emerge. Few doubt
that America’s current policy of constructive
engagement is essentially the extension of US
friendship to racist South Africa,

tainly, there are to be condemned for supporting apartheid, but it must be noted that
the level of trade between Eastern Europe
and South Africa is negligible in comparison
to South African trade with Western Europe
and her allies. So, in order for sanctions
against South Africa to be effective, her chief
trading partners. Western Europe, Japan,
Israel and the US

—

members of the western

alliance, must be fully committed to their im-

position and enforcement.
US

Foreign Policy Towards South Africa;

Racism

a

Factor?

major assumption undergirding this
analysis is that sanctions are an extension of
a nation’s foreign policy and thus it is possiA

ble to determine the nature and intent of pro-

posed US sanctions against South Africa by
examining US foreign policy statements and
output with regards to the apartheid regime
in South Africa. A second assumption is that
the US position on sanctions and US foreign
policy towards South Africa are best
understood within the context of the western
alliance. Like the policies of other states in
the western alliance, US foreign policy
towards South Africa is designed to obstruct
the sanctions goals of the non-aligned com-

munity and deflect the course of the South
African liberation struggle.
Three major themes dominate most
analyses of US policy towards South Africa.
These are (1) Imperialism, (2) Capitalism,
and (3) Anti-Communism. South Africa is
seen as the dominant power in the Southern
Africa region, a sub-imperialist power which
is friendly to the US American trade and investments are viewed as important determinants of her foreign policy towards South
Africa, and most analysts generally situate
South Africa within the context of the EastWest confrontation. While these themes go
a

long

way

towards explaining important

aspects of US foreign policy decision with
regards to South Africa, they leave some
aspects of those decisions unclear.
The lessons of history and contemporary
analysis suggest that the ideology of racism
is sufficiently strong in the US to serve as an

important determinant of American foreign
policy under certain circumstances. It does
not replace or supersede imperialism or
economic and security determinants of US
foreign policy, but as ideology and practice.
racism appears to be a key force behind
western efforts to retain the stranglehold of
white supremacy in the Southern African
region. Even though racism might have
begun as a justification for the African slave
trade and the institution of slavery, it has
since developed a momentum and a life of

The racist

an

ideology underlying current US

policy towards

South Africa is not

anomalous. Over the years,

administration

or

the party

regardless of the
in power, the US

adopted a non-confrontational policy
towards colonial and apartheid regimes,
has

despite verbal criticism of these states. In
fact, the US has always had closer ties with
white minority regimes in South Africa than
with any other country in Southern Africa,
and has always seen it as the key power in
the region, to be dealt with as an erring friend

rather than more severely. (Houser, 1984).
In a memorandum on “US Regional
Strategy for Southern Africa,” Chester
Crocker, Under-Secretary of State for
African Affairs indicated that the US intended to work to end South Africa’s polecat

status in the world. He noted that South

African co-operation towards achieving an
internationally acceptable settlement for
Namibia would greatly facilitate US efforts
to deal effectively with the Soviet threat. He
further observed that a relationship between
the US and South Africa initiated on a cooperative basis could move forward toward
a

future in which South Africa returns to

a

place within the regional framework of
western security interests.
While slapping South Africa on
for intransigence, this statement

the wrist
begs for

cooperation with US efforts to bring the
apartheid regime back into the western
framework for security. This policy is viewed by Washington as a realistic and necessary
means of re-establishing Pretoria’s trust in
the United States in order to create a climate
in which the minority regime will agree to a
negotiated settlement for Namibian in-

dependence and begin the process of peaceful
reform of apartheid. It should be noted that
there is little reason for South Africa to
distrust the US since successive administra-

tions have made extensive efforts to protect

the minority regime from international censure and sanctions. Moreover, the emphasis
on reforming apartheid rather than dismantling it is significant. Finally, no mention is
made of gaining or re-establishing the trust
of the South African liberation movements,
The role of these movements in negotiating
change is minimized, at best. Apparently, US
foreign policy makers see no problems with
the proposal that two powers should jointly
— without granting equal status or even ensuring the involvement of the ANC, SWAPO
or other groups — reach an agreement,
within the framework of the western alliance,

which cannot be overlooked when

which would determine the future of the ma-

analyzing US policy objectives, either
domestic or foreign. When the foreign policy
at issue is one directed at a white minority
settler regime in Africa, which is racist,

jority populations in the Southern Africa
region. This is the arrogance of racism and
imperialism at work in the foreign policy

its

4

own

arena.

Double Standards in Matters

Affecting

Whites and Non-Whites

The American government invariably adopts
a racist
double-standard in matters of
human rights affecting whites and nonwhites. As a number of observers point out,
when

a solidarity union in Poland is suppressed and a leader is jailed, US official
policy is to implement an economic boycott
against Poland in response to this violation
of human rights. However, when the ANC

is banned and black children are detained
and killed, leaders are jailed and the majority

population is evicted from its land and
denied democratic rights the US responds to
these violations of human rights by expanding economic, diplomatic and military ties
with the apartheid regime and by vetoing UN
Security Council efforts to impose economic
sanctions against that regime. (Jackson,
1984)
Secretary of State, George Shultz, says
that the US has

a

vision of South Africa’s

future as a democratic and prosperous nation where all races participate politically and

economically at the centre of a peaceful and
rapidly developing Southern African region.
To achieve this, he says, apartheid must go.
However, having made this statement, he
then proceeds to note that the US has serious
questions about the ultimate objectives of the
ANC, as well as about the role in its inner
circles of the Soviet-controlled South African
Communist Party. According to Shultz, the

Reagan administration is disturbed that the
ANC appears to be imitating the South
African Government’s preference for

violence

and

intimidation

rather

than

dialogue with its opponents. Furthermore,
he maintains that the US is proud to stand
with South Africans who feel as strongly
about what replaces apartheid as they do
about the urgent need to end it. (Shultz,
1986).
This

position is

sophisticated verOption as articulated
by Henry Kissinger during the Nixon administration. The Tar Baby option had the
effect of bringing the US closer to the apartheid regime. Constructive Engagement,
which is an updating of that option, has the
same effect. In placing emphasis on ANC
violence instead of condemning the violence
of the apartheid state, and using the anticommunist scare to argue that those claiming to seek democratic rights in South Africa
are delegitimized by their association with the
Soviet Union, Shultz is attempting to isolate
ANC instead of the apartheid regime. The
US is blaming the victims and urging them
to abhor protective or defensive violence. In
effect, the Reagan administration is suggesting that the cause of the problem in
Southern Africa is not the apartheid policies
of the white minority regime or the illegal occupation of Namibia by South Africa. On
the contrary, US foreign policy is based on
the premise that the problems of Southern
Africa are poor relations between South
Africa and its neighbours — cross border
a more

sion of the Tar Baby
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raids by the ANC and the presence

of Cuban

troops in Angola.
A

foreign policy towards South Africa
on these premises is meant to promote
the political stability of the apartheid regime,
not to end apartheid. It is designed to create
an environment where peace is predicated on
the existence of a powerful apartheidbased

provide the Reagan administration with a
legislative and moral response to the antiapartheid protests of the American population. That initial bill provided official US
condemnation of apartheid amidst continuing unofficial action to shore up the white
minority regime very much in keeping with
US foreign policy objectives in southern

dominated South African state. Thus, when
US foreign policy towards South Africa leads

Africa.

support for reactionary insurgency in the
Southern African region, economic
destabilization of frontline states and convert action to protect and preserve the white

for

to

minority regime, it becomes clear that it is
a foreign policy determined by racism as well
as imperialism.
US Sanctions

Against South Africa
position on sanctions against South
Africa grows out of her pro-South African
foreign policy, a foreign policy which is unwilling to concede that the problem in South
Africa is apartheid, institutionalized, legalized racism. This position is best understood
The US

if viewed within the context of the western
alliance.

October, 1986 the US Congress passed
against South Africa. Even
though the bill is said to be comprehensive,
the limited trade sanctions proposed by ConIn

a

sanctions bill

gress are

datory,

neither comprehensive or manthey backed up by rigorous

nor are

enforcement measures. The bill bans imports
of South African iron, steel, coal, uranium,
textiles and farm goods but minerals considered vital to the US economy are exempt
from sanctions. The sanctions bill also
new investments and new
loans to South Africa. These measures are

legislates against

harder hitting than the staunch anticommunist and racist lobby would like, but
are by no means as stringent as the situation calls for. However, were the limited

they

trade

sanctions backed up by adequate
of enforcement they could have an

measures

on the South African economy: could
constitute sufficient pressure to cause the

impact

minority regime to rethink its policies.
President Reagan is obligated to impose
new sanctions against South Africa if by
November 1, 1987 the minority regime has
failed to take steps to dismantle apartheid.
This threat of new and perhaps tougher sanetions might ordinarily persuade South Africa
to negotiate with the liberation movements
and begin the process of dismantling apartheid. However, South Africa is aware that
the American government is unlikely to impose crippling sanctions against her despite
her intransigence and despite state escalation

of repression and

violence against the black
majority population. Unfortunately, the current sanctions

bill

seems

to have

defused the

anti-apartheid, pro-sanctions protests by the
American people and pressure to impose
new, more

effective sanctions and tougher

enforcement

measures is unlikely to have as
great an impact in 1987 as it did in 1986.
Moreover, evidence suggests that current US

sanctions

were never meant to

rather, the US sanctions bill

be effective,

was
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designed to

Examples of continuing unofficial support
apartheid include Presidential meetings
with Jonas Savimbi and US military aid to
UNITA, covert support for the MNR, and
support for efforts to destabilize the
Southern African region. The imposition of
de facto sanctions against Zimbabwe
through the withdrawal of aid is but one of
the official US actions leading to destabilization of frontline states and consequently support for apartheid. The Reagan administration also attempted to impose de facto sanetions against SADCC by tieing aid to
member states’ condemnation of the armed

struggle, using necklacing and cross-border
as points of reference. These de facto
sanctions against majority ruled states have
the effect of undermining their economies
and governments and making them
vulnerable to military attacks from South
Africa and her dissident allies in the region.
Destabilizing black majority governments is
one way of providing effective support for
raids

apartheid.
lo tne effectiveness of de facsanctions against black majority governments, the limited official sanctions imposed against the apartheid regime have the effeet of publicly slapping the white minority

In contrast

to

government on the wrist while privately providing that government with support on
many fronts.
The de facto sanctions against the majority
victims of the violence of the apartheid
regime should also be viewed in conjuction
with the

numerous US efforts to prevent official sanctions from being imposed on the
white minority regime in South Africa. For

example, the US vetoed a 1981 resolution in
the UN Security Council to impose sanctions
on South Africa because of its intransigence
on Namibia and cast the only vote against
a Security Council condemnation of South
Africa’s invasion of Angola. The US veto
has been repeatedly used in the UN Security
Council to frustrate efforts by the international community to effect economic sanetions against South Africa. In fact, the US
and its western allies have protected apartheid and the minority regime at the United
Nations and through unilateral action such
as trade, bank loans, military aid and intelligence exchanges.
These official and unofficial acts

serve to

calls for

revolutionary

responses

by the

op-

pressed

groups who do not require tuition
from the Soviet Union or Cuba to point them

in the direction of just

change in the region.

South African Sanctions and the American

Population
Having outlined the official position of the
Reagan administration on sanctions against
South Africa, it is important to look at the
unofficial position of the American people
on sanctions, particularly the position of
African-Americans. Given the economic and
racial stratification of American society, it
is not possible to universalize protest action
and political positions. However, concerned and enlightened segments of the population have consistently advocated American

support for the liberation of South Africa
from white
these

minority rule. For

Americans

have

many years

been

engaged in
consciousness-raising and lobbying activities
in support of the just struggle of the oppressed black majority in Southern Africa. Beginning with the anti-colonial struggles of
former British colonies in the region, the
armed struggles in the former Portuguese
colonies of Angola and Mozambique, on to
the armed struggle against the illegal Smith
regime in Zimbabwe, and finally the struggle of the Namibian people and the struggle
of the black majority in South Africa against
apartheid regime, informed and concerned
Americans have initiated sanctions through
cultural boycotts against entertainers who
perform in South Africa; they have initiated
divestment campaigns and boycotted companics which failed to divest; they have
pressured cities and states to withdraw pension funds from companies investing in
South Africa; and they have initiated effective anti-apartheid campaigns. It was these
unofficial representatives of the American
population who pressured Congress to pass
the so-called comprehensive sanctions
package. They also pressured the South
African government through sit-ins at its embassy in Washington. Elected officials were
involved in many of these unofficial actions,
but the actions and the campaigns never constituted or conformed to official US policy
on South Africa. This progressive segment
of the American population is effectively
engaged in a struggle against imperialism and
the racist ideology underlying American
foreign policy.
Summary
In sum, one must conclude that the US position on sanctions against South Africa is an

extension of US foreign poliev towards
South Africa and the frontline states of
Southern Africa. And it is a foreign policy

unwilling or unable
recognize the fact that the liberation

which must be viewed within the context of
South Africa’s role in the economic and

movements

in Southern Africa and the
frontline states are involved in counterviolence in response to the apartheid regime’s

security system of the western alliance. As
long as major determinants of that foreign
policy are racism, imperialism/capitalism

policy of repression, disfranchisement,
dispossession and state murder. US policy
makers are unwilling to admit that the situation in South Africa is revolutionary and

and the current contours of the East-West

illustrate that the US is
to

struggle rather than human rights and international justice and long range American interests, comprehensive, meaningful and

5

rigorously enforced sanctions against the
apartheid regime in South Africa are unlikely. In the meantime, the majority population
is subjected to more repression and violence
by the apartheid regime which is engaged in

last ditch effort to stave off inevitable and injustice or recognizing and supporting
transformation. The US has the option of the struggle for black majonty rule m South
remaining on the side of apartheid, racism Africa. The imposition of effective econonuc
a

sanctions might be the only course open to
the US before the racial bloodbath.

The Commonwealth and the
South African Problem
Chief ELEAZAR CHUKWUEMEKA

Emeka

Anyaoku

Way

issues confronting the
Commonwealth, the South African problem
occupies a sui generis position. In the history
of the association, no other issue has preoccupied it for so long or absorbed so much
of its energies. Nor is apartheid viewed
Of the plethora of

within the Commonwealth

as an

affliction

for only the people of South Africa. The
Commonwealth perspective is that it is also
the root cause of violence, instability and
much else that is evil in Southern Africa. Ac-

cordingly, to eradicate apartheid is not only
to release the black majority of South Africa
from the tyranny of racial bondage it is also
to remove the single most powerful impediment to the development and progress of the
region.
In 1961, the Commonwealth took the first
step towards this goal when it compelled
South Africa’s withdrawal from its ranks.
The message to the world was clear: apartheid was incompatible with the core values

of the Commonwealth. This was to be the
basis of Commonwealth policy towards

succeeding years. The campaign against apartheid had been joined and
South Africa in
was to

continue in various forms until the

Nassau Heads of Government

Meeting in

1985.

will go down
in history as one of the most important ComThe Nassau Meeting of 1985

monwealth summits on account of its decisions on South Africa. For, it did not only
send the Eminent Persons Group Mission to

Group to the elections in
their mission to South Africa.

Observer
on

The Commonwealth Shows the

(EMEKA) ANYAOKU, A Nigerian scholar and

closely involved
Commonwealth
1980. More recently, he accompanied the Commonwealth Eminent Persons Group

April

monwealth, effective measures qua sanctions
are now universally accepted as legitimate

against

weaponry

exist

apartheid.

Such dif-

longer turn on the principle of sanctions but on the scale and nature
ferences

as

no

of those sanctions.

Opponents of Sanctions Have No Credible
Alternative

strength of this view has been further
by the failure of the opponents of
sanctions to come up with a credible alternative which would lead to the dismantling
of apartheid with the least violence and

The

enhanced

bloodshed.
There is also the bad faith of the

regime,
now something of a proverb, to contend
with. After the experience of the Contact
Group over Namibia and the Commonwealth’s own EPG mission, it will be
risible to argue against sanctions on the

grounds that the regime might yet see reason
and change its ways. Nor is there any comparison between the sanctions being advocated against South Africa today and
those taken against Italy over Abyssinia by
the League of Nations in the 1930s or
Rhodesia in the 1960s. The inherent
weaknesses of the League apart, the

against Italy were not comprehensive but selective and the fact that the United
measures

States

was

not a

member of the League

the most powerful economy was
covered by the sanctions regulations. In

meant that
not

adopted the most wideranging sanctions measures ever taken
against South Africa by the Commonwealth.
And in that Nassau broke new ground. For

the necessary political will was lacking. The experience of Rhodesia is even less
tenable as an argument against sanctions. In
the last resort, Rhodesia had South Africa
to help it circumvent sanctions. South Africa

the first time all Commonwealth govern-

will have

accepted that if apartheid was to be
dismantled and a greater tragedy averted,
they had to bring effective and concerted

The Commonwealth in its approach to the
situation in Southern Africa has consistent-

South Africa, it also

ments

pressure to bear on the Pretoria regime. The
seven Heads of Government who met in
London at the beginning of April 1986 to
consider the Report of the EPG also
reiterated this common position as part of
the basis of their decision to recommend the

adoption of further effective measures
against the regime. It is therefore no exaggeration to contend that within the Com¬
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diplomat who is now DEPUTY

SECRETARY-CENER.M (in charge of Political Affairs). Commonwealth Secretariat. London. He was
in Commonwealth efforts towards the achievement of independence in Zimbabwe, including the despatch of a

any case

no

such relief.

ly focussed on the basic issues involved. It
has deplored the evil of apartheid and sees
in the Republic of South Africa an entirely
legitimate and historically justified struggle
by the majority black population to throw
off a racist tyranny whose attributes confirm
it as a modem form of slavery. Apart from
practical initiatives directed towards the ending of the situation in South Africa, the
Commonwealth has also taken practical

steps to provide humanitarian assistance to
the victims of the apartheid policy within and

neighbouring states of South Africa.
Namibia, the struggle by the Namibian
people for independence has long been
recognised and supported by the Commonwealth as not only legitimate but also
fully consistent with the inherent right of
peoples to self-determination and freedom
which lie at the core of the emergence of the
in the
In

Commonwealth association itself. And in the
Frontline States, the Commonwealth has

consistently lent support to the efforts of
these states not to continue to be economic

hostages of South Africa and to resist South
objective of safeguarding the
apartheid order inside the Republic by
cowering down its neighbours and coercing

Africa’s main

them to abandon the liberation movements.
South Africa to be Major
Commonwealth Meeting

Issue at 1987

Through its collective pronouncements and
action the Commonwealth has rejected the
notion that the natural and legitimate desires
and aspirations of the indigenous p>eoples of
Africa should be linked to
misconceived global ideological and strategic
calculations. As a result, the groups which
take up arms and obtain material and
Southern

political support from South African and
other foreign sources in order to subvert the
nationalist governments in Angola and
Mozambique are condemned throughout the
Commonwealth.
The Commonwealth will no doubt want
to discuss again the South Africa problem
at its next summit meeting in October 1987
in Canada. It will be expected to want to retciin its capacity and readiness to use all the
means at its disposal to help to advance the

objectives unanimously defined by its leaders
in the Nassau Accord.
South Africa’s White Elections
On 6 May 198"’ South Africa conducted
“elections” among its white population. For
a
realistic assessmem of the potential

significance of this development it is imporit in proper perspective. The vietorious National Party of P.W. Botha won
about 52*7o in a 651^o poll of the white electant to view
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of 3 million. The “electoral victory”
therefore represented the votes of about one
million people out of a total population of
torate

32,6 million in South Africa.

Developments in South Africa since the
elections have confirmed that P.W. Botha
has interpreted their outcome as a mandate
for even more rigid assertion of his regime’s

would

voluntarily negotiate with the true
representatatives of South Africa’s majority population. Thus the drift towards a
catastrophic explosion in that country is continuing. In the view of Archbishop E)esmond
Tutu, South Africa, as a result of the elections has gone back even further into the

authority which in the circumstances means
even more repressive measures. His statement at the opening of the new parliament

dark ages.
Until the authorities in Pretoria show genuine readiness to dismantle apartheid and
accord to their black population the human

reaffirmed his determination to maintain the
structures of the apartheid policy thereby

to which

rendering much

untenable any suggesfollowing the elections

more

tion that Pretoria,

dignity emd basic human and political rights
they are entitled in the country of
their birth, no amount of power broking
within the minority white population is go-

A Soviet Scholar asks:

ing to make any difference to the instability
and explosive situation in South Africa. And
the view which is bound to continue to have

overwhelming Commonwealth support is
that only effective measures, which must
now include determined implementation by
all, especially the United States, EEC and
Japan, of the sanctions enacted into law by
the United States last October can persuade
those who hold power in South Africa of the
need to take genuine practical steps to end
apartheid and thereby remove the root cause
of the major problems of the entire Southern
African region.

Who Bars Sanctions

Against South Africa?
Viktor GONCHAROV
Since the mid-1980s, the international com-

munity has been
the

active in pressing for
abolition of the apartheid regime in
more

South Africa. Most countries and various

non-governmental organisations have insisted on comprehensive economic sanctions
against South Africa as an effective way to
fight the racist regime. The World Conference on Sanctions Against Racist South
Africa, which met in Paris in June 1986,
bringing together representatives of 132
states, 4 national liberation movements and
numerous

international and national

non-

governmental organisations, recommended
a wide-ranging programme of action, ineluding mandatory sanctions, as provided for
in Chapter VI1 of the UN Charter. Such
sanctions imply in particular imposing an
embargo on arms supplies, cutting off any
military, including nuclear, cooperation with
South Africa, banning the deliveries of oil
and petroleum products, and stopping investments

and financial loans. That action

programme was unanimously supported
the 8th Conference of Heads of State

1. Destructive
p.

25

-

This collaboration embraces many areas.
It is most active in the economic field. Suffice it to note that there are 1 068 transnational

corporations operating in South Africa
including 406 American, 364
British, and 142 West German. Apart from
those major groups, there are thousands of
smaller companies in the field. Total direct
foreign investment in South Africa is around
$25 billion.* Over 40 per cent of it is in the
hands of British corporations and banks.
West German companies come second, with
20 per cent of all foreign investment in South
at

present,

Africa. The USA is third with 17 per cent
of the total direct investment.^
It is the transnational corporations of these
and other capitalist states that are direct ac-

complices of the racist regime. The activities
of the imperialist monopolies in that part of
the world, conducted in violation of the UN

the continued existence of the inhuman apartheid system in South Africa and for the
unlawful occupation of Namibia, and keep
afloat the huge repressive war machine of

spite of a broad international consenregarding the imperative need to apply
economic and other sanctions against South
Africa so as to compel the Pretoria regime
to renounce the policy of apartheid, many

1986,

couraging it to p)ersist in its criminal policy.

decisions, create the material foundation for

Nigeria, Peru and
Yugoslavia to visit Britain, the USA, the
FRG, and Japan in order to persuade their
governments to agree on comprehensive
sanctions against South Africa.
In

Western countries continue to actively collaborate with the racist regime, thereby en-

or

the Congo,

sus

Deputy Director of the African Institute, Moscow

by

Government of Non-Aligned Countries in
Harare last September. In addition, the Conference empowered the Ministers of Foreign
Affairs of Algeria, Argentina, Zimbabwe,

India,

The author is the

apartheid.
It is not

by chance, therefore, that the

main thrust in the struggle against the apartheid system in recent times is made on the

imposition of comprehensive mandatory
economic sanctions

peaceful
apply.

means

as

the most effective

the world community

can

The imposition of sanctions against the
racist regime has been on the agenda for
years.

But the

measures so

far taken have

been limited in scope and confined, for the
most part, to an embargo on arms and oil
supplies to South Africa, cutting off sporting contacts and cultural cooperation. The
oil embargo imposed by the OPEC countries
had a telling effect on the apartheid

but it was systematically disrupted
by the Western countries, and, with the
world oil glut of the early 1980s and the consequent falling oil prices, the embargo practically ceased to exist.
In the mid-1980s, the attitude of the international community to sanctions changed appreciably. Intensified reprisals, notably
the use of armed state terrorism against the
independent neighbouring countries convinced world opinion that apartheid cannot be
reformed, but has to be removed completely.
economy,

At the same time, the supporters of the
apartheid regime both inside South Africa
and in many Western countries,
apart from
outright disregard for sanctions, have been
and still are active enough in
calling their effeet in question. Yet, even in this case, the
racists and their patrons indulge in wishful
thinking. Inquiries into the subject in many
countries have conclusively proved that in
spite of the counter-measures taken by the
racist regime to keep its economy immune
to sanctions, the apartheid state remains
most vulnerable to them. Witness,
notably,
the abortive attempts of the South African
government to create its own production
technology within the framework of its
import-substitution policy. All the regime
has managed to do is to start its own consumer goods production, but it is still
dependent on the import of capital goods essential for the maintenance and extension of

Engagement, Southern Africa at War, Harare, 1986, p. 229. 2. Report by the UN Special Committee Against Apartheid. New York,
26. 3. C. Davids. The Impact of Economic Sanctions Against South Africa on the SADCC States, 1986. p. 28.
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production at the required level.
For example, although the national war industry is supposedly meeting 95 per cent of
the country’s demand for arms and even had
something left to export, it is still heavily
dependent on imported equipment and complete plant components.
Over the past ten years, imports of capital
goods have consistently comprised approximately 40 per cent of South African imports. This compares with approximately 16
per cent in Brazil and 17 per cent in India.*
The main reason behind this dependence is
South Africa’s shortage of high technology.
In consequence, the regime has to import
many components used in advanced industries. For instance, the share of imported
units and components for computer production is 80 per cent, those for railway

65 per cent,

and for motor
vehicles
50 per cent.^ South Africa’s efforts to create national technology notably
in the farming and mining industries have
not generally ended the regime’s heavy
dependence on imported machinery. Besides,
its tremendous unproductive expenses (the
maintenance of security forces, bureaucracy
etc.) hold up the development of the country’s leading sectors of science and
engineering.
South Africa’s economic and political
stability is heavily dependent on capital inlocomotives

—

capital investment programmes of state corporations and to meet the fast swelling arms
bill and the huge national budget deficit. Due
to extensive borrowing, South Africa’s
foreign debt amounted to $24 billion early
in 1985. Between 1983 and 1985, foreign debt
as a proportion of GDP increased from 21
to 34 per cent. As it had no money to pay
the debt in 1985, the government of South
Africa called a 4-month moratorium on all
debt repayments. This moratorium has

subsequently been extended once more. In
February 1986, South Africa got its Western
creditors to reschedule its debt again, pledging to pay out approximately $2 billion in
1987."^
In the face of the present financial and
economic crisis, the foreign loans have, in

point of fact, become a matter of vital importance to the apartheid regime. Refusing
further loans

—

flow. A ban

further investment in South

on

Africa will, as experts estimate, cause a
marked reduction of its economic growth
rates

and, consequently, higher unemploy-

At this writing it stands at 25 per cent,
three million out to the able-bodied

ment.
or

population of 12 million. According to official, obviously doctored estimates. South
Africa’s economic growth rates must be at
least five per cent per annum to provide work
for fresh manpower. Unofficially, the optimal rate is believed to be 7,8 per cent. Yet
the apartheid state clearly has no opportunity
to reach such a level in 1981 - 1985; the
economic growth rates fell off to 1 per cent
per annum*
South Africa’s

should there be

a

economists estimate that
total ban on foreign capital

investment. South Africa’s GDP growth
would

fall

off

by 2-3 per cent, with
unemployment rising by 100,000-150,000.
The level of unemployment would rise much
higher if the investment ban were to go
together with the imposition of trade sanetions and falling gold prices. White factory
and office workers would be expected to account for about one-third of the jobless. In
the opinion of some Western researchers, a
50 per cent cut in foreign investment would
lead to a 2 per cent reduction in GDP and
an increase in unemployment by 100,000

cut its

to South Africa would undercreditworthiness still more, impair the

operational conditions of national private
capital and, consequently, dent the confidence of potential foreign investors in
South Africa.
It is necessary to point out that the decision of some Western banks to stop granting

credits to South Africa has been prompted
not so much

by moral and political considerations with a view to putting an end to
apartheid as by the dwindling commercial
benefits because of the overall deterioration
of the financial and economic conditions of
the apartheid state. However, any economic
upturn would induce them to reconsider their
decision as past experience has shown. It is
worth noting in this context that international financial capital bears no lesser, if no

greater, responsibility than the TNCs for all
crimes of apartheid, since it evaluates the
creditworthiness of each country in particular and the prospect for its economic

development, which the TNCs take as their
guide to action. As long as international
financial sources grant loans to South Africa,
thpey approve of the apartheid policies.
By granting more credits to the Pretoria
racist regime at a time when the Government
of South Africa is taking tougher reprisals
on the apartheid opponents inside the country and perpetrates unending acts of aggression and destabilisation against the independent states of the region, international financial capital is unequivocally encouraging the
policy of apartheid and making the racists
sure of its viability. It is only the readiness
of Pretoria’s “traditional friends” to come
to its aid that saves the racist regime from
financial bankruptcy and allows it to build

its military budget from year to year and
keep the apartheid political and economical

up

structures

Foreign credits have been
in

South

even more

Africa’s

in-

economic

growth than direct foreign investment in the
past ten years. These have provided a large
proportion of finance to fund the major
4. C. Davids,

Trade

sanctions, experts believe, can do
damage to the apartheid state,
considering its foreign trade structure.
Foreign trade accounts for 50-60 per cent
of South Africa’s GDP and many key secthe greatest

Op. cit., p. 29. 5. Ibid., p. 31. 6. Ibidem. 1. Ibid., p. 32. 8. C. Davids, Op. cit.,
Davias, Op. cit.,
P- 33. 11. Destructive Engagement. Southern Africa at War, p. 271.
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ports and earn 25 per cent of its GDP. About
90 per cent

of the minerals mined are exported. The staple export items are gold,
coal and diamonds. Another 10 per cent of
the exports earnings come from the agrarian
sector, with one-third of its produce being
exported. Only 20 per cent of the export earnings are produced by the manufacturing
industries.*. About three-quarters of the
South African imports are capital and intermediate goods such as petroleum products, machinery and equipment, munitions
A tougher oil embargo could make the
regime spend much more to buy its
petroleum products. Even at this juncture,
they cost the apartheid state $2.3 billion per
annum.® It has been estimated that a 25-per
cent effective trade boycott of South Africa
would cause unemployment in its mining,
manufacturing industry and farming to rise
by about 255 000. But considering the impact of the horizontal and vertical connections of these branches on the development
of the other sectors of the economy, the
number of the jobless in the country as a
whole would double. With trade sanctions
much as 50 per cent effective unemployment in the said sectors would rise by 500,000
as

and, nationally, by a million. In that case,
white unemployment would double, and
black

unemployment would increase by one-

third.
In any event, the

imposition of trade saneagainst South Africa, apart from increasing unemployment, would most
adversely affect its export earnings, thereby
reducing the opportunity for importing the
necessary elements of productive capital,
which would, in the long run, bring down
the growth rates of social production and
further exacerbate the current political as
tions

well as social and economic crisis of the apartheid state.

T>evond

question, the imposition of

.^^conomic
blems for the

sanctions would create proneighbouring states of the

region which have close financial and
economic links with South Africa. Suffice it
to say

that these countries do

some

25

per

of their trade with South Africa and
have 85 per cent of their foreign trade

cent

shipments passing through South African
ports. By estimate, the damage these countries would sustain in the first year of sanetions against South Africa would be around
$2 billion. It is worth recalling that because
of the policy of destabilisation pursued by
the racist regime in respect of those states,
the lost $4 billion in 1985 alone, and from
1980 to 1985 the losses added up to between

intact.

persons.*
strumental

of its economy are most heavily dependent on the foreign market. Minerals constitute 70 per cent of South Africa’s total extors

p.

$16 and $17 billion"
It is Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland
that are expected to suffer most because of
their

geographic location and their membership in the customs union of the countries
33. 9. The Financial Times Aug. 17, 1986. 10. C.
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of Southern Africa and the rand zone.
even these countries, if sanctions were

Yet
im-

posed, would have alternative opportunities
for the development of their trade, the use
of communication lines and electricity supply. The immediate result of sanctions for
these countries would be a higher rate of innation, reduced imports and custom
revenue, and bigger foreign debt because of
a depreciation of the South African rand. On
the whole, however, all the states of the
region would have to radically reorient their
external economic relations and exert the

greatest possible effort for reinforcing their
own transport and industrial infrastructure.

Initially, they would experience serious difficulties in getting their supplies of vital
manufactures and

consumer

goods. They

would, besides, have to use a sizeble proportion of their resources for building up their
defence

capability and strengthening their

security.
In

an

attempt to dissuade Western coun-

tries from

imposing sanctions, the govern-

Africa has more than once
threatened retaliation against the neighbourment of South

ing states of the region, notably, by banning the employment of their workforce at
South African enterprises, cutting off the
supplies of foodstuffs, petroleum products,
equipment and spare parts, and stopping
South African investments in the neighbouring economies. It should be noted, however,
that because of the historically and
economically established high level of
regional interdependence, the application of
measures would entail considerable
financial sacrifice for the apartheid state
itself.

these

simple fact to illustrate South
Africa’s external economic dependence on
African states, above all, the countries of the
Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC): they absorb 40
per cent of the South African export of
machinery and equipment, non-metallic raw
materials, plastics, radio-engineering articles,
footwear, fertilizers and chemicals. Besides,
There is

one

about two-thirds of South Africa’s trade with

which,

as a

matter of fact, applies the full

According to a report in the American
Newsday newspaper, even before the EEC
countries imposed trade and investment
restrictions on South Africa in September
1986, the USA, Britain and West Germany
had colluded to oppose all sanctions capable
of doing real damage to South Africa’s
economy. That collusion had been produc-

power

of selective economic and military

ed after months of consultations between

sanctions against the states of the region, is
so great that they are prepared to sacrifice
more if only they could get rid of the
economic and other dependence on the apartheid state they hate so much. As long as

high-ranking representatives of the said states

of comprehensive
mandatory sanctions being imposed against
the apartheid regime. They did so, for instance, at the SADCC summit in Arusha in
1985. They take this line because even at this
juncture the material and financial damage
reaction to the prospect

due to coexistence with the

apartheid regime,

apartheid exists, these countries will be under
a constant threat of aggression and other
destabilising acts. “We emphatically reject
as a hypocritical allegation the argument produced by those who, in the long run, derive
economic and financial benefits from the

continuing oppression and exploitation of
the great masses of the pjeople of South
Africa and Namibia, the argument that
sanctions would damage the economies of
the independent states of the region,” Prime
Minister Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe said.
“The true reason for opposing sanctions has
nothing to do with the need to defend the
interests of the oppressed masses of South
Africa and Namibia who would stand to gain
in every sense from the imposition and ef.

.

.

fective enforcement of sanctions directed
..12

against their oppressor.
The impxjsition of sanctions by EEC countries and the USA, limited though they were,
were welcomed by the majority of the
African population of South Africa. The
General Secretary of the South African
Council of Churches, Beyers Naude, speak-

ing at an official news conference, declared
that “most sections of SA’s black communi-

viable,
end to
apartheid and limiting further bloodshed and
the threat of open civil war.” According to
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, the sanctions
were
applied “for the sake of justice,
freedom, and democracy
And the burden
of responsibility lies with the government of
ty . now see sanctions as the last
non-violent means of bringing an
.

.

...

fluctuations in minerals and farm

produce,

extremely important for South Africa
to create its own dynamic export sector in
the manufacturing industry to ensure stable

it is

export earnings. It is the markets of the
neighbouring states that could be the closest
and most suitable markets for its products
in view of the

relatively low level of South

African technology. With economic sanetions imposed against South Africa by the
international community, the significance of
the Southern African regional market for the

of the apartheid state would furTherefore, the Pretoria
strategists would have to think twice before
taking repressive economic measures against
the neigbouring states of the region.

economy

ther

increase.

region have more than
expressed and reaffirmed their positive

The states of the
once
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Security Council’s permanent members,
would impose a veto on any resolution at the
41st Session of the UN General Assembly
providing for comprehensive mandatory
sanctions against South Africa.
And, indeed, the subsequent course of
events did bear out the validity of that information. First, those countries applied
such innocuous sanctions as, to quote the
senior Greek negotiator at the EEC talks, T.
Pangalos, “concern a ridiculously small fraction of the South African exports to the
Community countries and will have no effeet.” And, second, the USA and Britain
tried, indeed, to prevent the Security Council from adopting a resolution to establish
comprehensive mandatory sanctions against
South Africa.

They explain their refusal to apply really
tough sanctions against the apartheid state
by alleging that their investments in and trade
with South Africa create more favourable
conditions for the peaceful abolition of the

apartheid system. Second, while shedding
crocodile tears, the Western advocates of
apartheid self-righteously declare that sanetions will hit the Africans first and bring undue suffering to them and also to the peoples
of the

neighbouring states of the region

(whom they would “hit the hardest” was
mentioned above). And third, there is no
point in applying sanctions, because they
“don’t work”. But one may well ask, if they
“don’t work”, what damage can they do to
the Africans and the “front-line” states?
And why is the present US administration

applying them without hesitation against
Nicaragua, Afghanistan, Libya and other

South Africa”.

states?

In the opinion of ANC leaders, the application of economic measures against
South Africa would spur on the international
campaign for the imposition of comprehensive mandatory sanctions against the racists
and, in this way, bring nearer the end of the
criminal apartheid system. However, as
member of the ANC national Executive, J.
Makatini has pointed out, sanctions alone
would not do away with apartheid. They are
important as a means to scale down the armed struggle essential for majority rule to be
established in that country. He reaffirmed
the ANC’s resolve to intensify the armed
struggle until the apartheid regime is
destroyed altogether.

Replying to these and other questions, the
said that, to
judge by all accounts, hypocrisy was the
main slogan of the foreign policy of the USA
and Britain regarding the events in South
Africa. That was the only way to see recent
events which are proof of intentions to impose economic and other sanctions against
Libya, Nicaragua and Afghanistan. But once
it came to South Africa, the same politicians
Since the viebecame amazingly timid
tims of apartheid were the defenceless
Africans, Pretoria, London and Washington
persisted in their policies in open defiance of
world opinion.

the SADCC countries is with Botswana,

Lesotho, and Swaziland.
Considering the continuous world market

and meant that the USA and Britain, UN

is, of course, the Western countries,
headed
by
the
USA,
South
Africa’s major trading partner, who are the
main obstacle to introducing comprehensive
mandatory sanctions.

I

t

Zimbabwean Herald newspaper

.

noteworthy that the strongest defence
apartheid has come from the heads of
state and government of a number of
Western countries, including President
Reagan, Chancellor Kohl and Prime Minister
It is

of

9

Thatcher. One may well note the speech by
the Chief Executive in US Congress on June

22, 1986, when he referred to sanctions
against South Africa. President Reagan said
that from the moral and

politictil points of

view, apartheid

was unacceptable, but sanetions would hurt the African workers, which
was also immoral. Reagan’s speech touched

off

of indignation and just resentMinister for Foreign Affairs of

a storm

ment. The

out” of South Africa. It is all too obvious
that this is no more than a cover-up of their

“updated” links with local business. For instance, although General Motors decided to
sell its plant in South Africa to local company managers,

ing

the plant will still be mak-

out of components brought over
from across the Atlantic. IBM, a producer
of electronics equipment, which has also
cars

decided to “clear out”, will still be

countries, declared; “We have

supplying complete plant components to South
Africa. In fact, all the Western companies
are really just shifting around. While selling

to

out their shares in the businesses under their

Nigeria, Bolaji Akinyemi, speaking before
the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the OAU
no option but
intensify our armed struggle because armed struggle is the right way to peace in South
Africa.” President Reagan, by clamping his
veto on the congressional decision for imposing limited economic sanctions against the
Pretoria regime. The Ethiopian Herald said,
exposed himself as an adamant partisan of
the racist policy pursued by the rulers of
South Africa. That move most clearly
betrayed the present administration’s desire
to

defend the interests of the racists at any

cost, totally ignoring the suffering
African majority of South Africa.

of the

It is still too early to judge how effective
the limited US and EEC sanctions against

South Africa have been because neither the

EEC,

nor

cedure

the USA have yet enforced

of

control

over

that

a pro-

process.

However, in the opinion of Western
observers, there are serious doubts that Britain. West Germany and Japan, which between them provided 40 per cent of South
Africa’s imports in 1985, may give up so important an export market. Besides, South
Africa, in search of potential markets for its
exports, is intensely considering using its
traditional allies, Israel, Taiwan, Hong Kong
and South Korea as go betweens to that end.
Moreover, the sanctions apply only to goods
that account for a mere 5 per cent of South
Africa’s exports to the EEC countries.

control, they

are getting access to a new vast
components market. Besides, they will be

deriving additional profits from the sale of
licences to local companies for the manufacture of certain products.
The much advertised “pullout” of a
number of American and West European

companies from South Africa will not have
any tangible effect on production. There are
other firms in the field that are taking over
in a fierce competitive struggle. Representatives of the West German Agfa, British III ford and Japanese Fuji announced that they
would fill the gap left by the American
Kodak which wound up its production of
photographic and X-ray equipment in South
Africa out of economic considerations.
In spite of the limited sanctions imposed
by the EEC countries and the USA and a cer-

tain contraction of the activities of a number

of American and West European

banks and
firms, mostly for economic reasons, the

TNCs of

a

number of countries of Western

As to the ban on new investments, major
European companies operating in South
Africa will be able to continue investing in
the apartheid economy through its South

Europe have been refusing to take part in applying sanctions against South Africa. No
major West German companies have so far
stopped their cooperation with the criminal
major West German companies have so far
stopped their cooperation with the criminal
regime. On the contrary, the Daimler-Benz
motor corporation invested a further DM
150 million to enlarge its enterprise in South
Africa in 1985. As a spokesman for the German federation of industries has stated, “we

African subsidiaries which will find enough

have

money

for it in banks outside Europe.

One can say as much about a number of
American companies said to be “pulling

no

information whatsoever that any

major West German firms consider leaving
South Africa”. He went on to specify that
the federation they represented opposed

economic sanctions

against South Africa. A
spokesman for the federation of German
chambers of industry and commerce, echoing his colleague, confirmed that “the
market in South Africa is of too great interest” to West German companies.
No less outrageous are the trading and
economic links that Portugal has been
developing with South Africa in recent times.
In spite of the sanctions, Pretoria has continned to supply Portugal with iron, steel,
coal, and other traditional export items.
“Never before have the trade links between

Portugal and South Africa been so extensive
as they are now”, the Lisbon OJornal weekly admits. “In spite of economic sanctions
announced by its EEC partners, commodity exchange between the two countries this
year [1986—Ed.] will exceed 11 billion
escudos with a large surplus for Pretoria.”
Such self-seeking acts of international
monopolies are, in point of fact, encouraging the Pretoria regime to ignore the entire
international community and undermine efforts to abolish the apartheid system and end
the unlawful occupation of Namibia.

X

he time for the moral condemnation of
the racists and futile diplomatic appeals

is over. It’s time for action. The situation in
Southern Africa is so critical that effective
and immediate action is an urgent im-

perative. This action will largely shape the
course of political events in South Africa and
around it. If the international community,
using comprehensive mandatory sanctions,
succeeds in securing the release of all political
prisoners and the unbanning of the ANC and
in getting the racists to sit down at the
negotiating table with a view to repealing the
further escalation of violence and bloodshed. In addition the groundwork can be laid
for normalising the military and political
situation in the south of the African continent and ensuring the normal social and
economic development of all the peoples of
the region. And the sooner Washington,

London, Bonn and other European capitals,
well as Pretoria realise that, the lesser will
be the price they will have to pay for getting
as

out of the

impasse.
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Sanctions Against South
The Case of Sweden
The author is current!}' serving as Planning
Internationa! Deveiopment Authority (SIDA)

Tor Sellstrom

When the Swedish Government in mid-

Africa. He stated that: “It is

March 1987 announced its decision to present Parliament with a Bill on prohibition of

Nordics, you have

trade with South Africa and

viewed

Namibia, the
reaction of the Pretoria regime was, not surprisingly, far from indifferent. In a language
representative of Pretoria’s mode of conduct, the English-speaking daily The Citizen,
mouthpiece of the Afrikaaner Nationalist
majority within the White minority, told
Sweden “to go to hell”. Aware of the fact
that sanctions do work and that they become
an effective instrument for change, particularly if coupled with support to the
positive forces inside South Africa, as well
as

assistance to the Frontline States, in the

following weeks The Citizen set out to drum
against Sweden, in the process
stopping short of advocating retaliatory actions also against Swedish individuals in the
Frontline States. Thus, in the editorial of 8
April 1987, The Citizen commented that
“the Swedes should stop mucking about in
a sub-continent in which they have no real
stake. One day, when Sweden’s hostility
becomes too dangerous, and its direct inup support

terference in our internal affairs becomes too
much to bear, it should not be surprised if
“Swedes go home” becomes a popular

slogan.”

South African conwhich
the major Western powers have fundamental interests, as was, for example, witnessed
by the fact that they in February 1987 blocked the UN Security Council’s draft resolution on mandatory selective sanctions against
Apartheid is not only

cern.

It is

a

a

socio-economic system in

Pretoria. It is, therefore, not uncommon to
attitudes similar to the one ex-

encounter

pressed by The Citizen also among representatives of these powers; they seem to think
that the “mucking about” in Southern
Africa of a country without a colonial past,
huge investments or other tangible interests,
only serves to “confuse the issues” and to
“disrupt the orderly process of change” as
presupposed in the policy of Constructive
Engagement Thus, at a SADCC conference
in Swaziland in the beginning of 1985, the
leader of the delegation from a major
Western power complained to the Swedish
delegation about its call for sanctions, its
support of the liberation movements in
South Africa and Namibia, and its
“idealistic” view of development assistance
to the majority-ruled States in Southern
.
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so

easy

for

you

no interests at stake.”
And with reference to what he evidently

impotent group of Frontline
States: “You are just another Backline
State”

as an

.

.

.

What is at stake, then,

in South Africa?

Is it the fact that the

profit rate on invested
capital in the mining industry due to apartheid is twice as high as the world average?
Or is it, as the United Nations has declared,
the fact that apartheid is a threat to interna-

tional peace and security? Is it profits and
war or is it development and peace? The
Swedish stand is here quite clear, however
distant Sweden might be from South Africa:
The horrors of apartheid', the war waged by

cold

the Pretoria

regime against the majority of
the South African people; the illegal occupation of Namibia; and the destruction
perpetrated against neighbouring States must
be brought to an end. Those who think
otherwise

are

themselves

a

threat to world

peace and development. This position was
summarized by the late Prime Minister Olof

Palme at the Swedish People’s Parliament
Against Apartheid in Stockholm on 21
February 1986, one week before he was
murdered:
“The rest of the world is directly implicatied in the maintenace of the apartheid system
This shows the classical
truth that among those with vested
.

.

.

economic interests in the survival

of the
From
those who regard people’s longing for
liberty as a potential cuase of global contest between different superpowers, there

system, there is opposition

.

.

.

is opposition. And all this”, Palme coneluded, “is in my opinion madness,
because the apartheid system is also a
classical
which

example of a threat to peace,
peoples must jointly abolish”.

Sweden and Southern Africa
A recurrent argument used

by the South

African regime and other defenders of status
quo in Southern Africa is that Sweden has
no historical links to the
region and no public
interests to defend there. While this may
apparent to many observers of contemporary events in South and Southern Africa,
such arguments do not tally with the realities
seem

that have for a long time influenced the
Swedish people in its abhorrence of the apartheid system and its solidarity with the

Africa:

Economist with the Swedish
in

Harare,

Zimbabwe.

democratic forces of the region. From a national point of view, Swedish involvement in
the

history of South Africa and in the nationbuilding of the Frontline States is probably
greater than that of many other so-called
concerned Western powers, such as Britain,
the United States, West Germany or Japan.
In the first place, although unbeknown to

“Southern African watchers”. Scanmostly Swedes — were the fifth
most significant European immigrant group
in South Africa prior to 1900, after the
British, Dutch, German and French. The
leader of the first Voortrekkers, Louis
many

dinavians

Trichardt
—

was,

—

—

hero of the

“Afrikaner

volk”

for example, a Swede by descent, as

the founders of such

important comenterprises as South African
Breweries (Anders Ohlsson), Lion Matches
(Karl Lithman) and Irvin & Johnson
Fisheries (Karl Johnson). These and other
early links to Southern Africa — the reinforced through missionary activities (South
Africa), Namibia, Swaziland Mozambique
and Rhodesia/Zimbabwe) — partly explain
why influentitil segements of the political opinion in Sweden already in the beginning of the
1950s initiated a vocal opposition against
apartheid even before the latter was formally established in 1948. Politicians such as the
were

mercial

social-democrat Olof Palme and the liberal
Herbert Tingsten, and intellectuals advocated a policy of boycott and such as Per

Wästberg, isolation of the Afrikaaner Nationalists (supporters of Nazi-Germany during World War II) as a logical and necessary
continuation of the struggle against
Hitlerism, in favour of democracy. (In
Palme’s case, he started in politics by collecting money through blood donations from
fellow students, to send to the opponents of
apartheid in South Africa.)

Secondly, opposition to apartheid and colonialism in Southern Africa laid the basis for
the emergence of a broad solidarity movement
fighting for democracy and independence. Official contacts were established with the African opposition in countries
such as Northern Rhodesia
(Zambia)

towards the end of the 1950s, and in 1964,
Sweden started to channel humanitarian
assistance to FRELIMO of Mozambique

through the Mozambique Institute in Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania. The Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA) was
founded in 1965. It

was soon

to

become the

II

most

important body for the humanitarian

support of the Swedish people to the national
liberation movements of Angola (MPLA),

Mozambique (FRELIMO),

Zimbabwe
(Patriotic Front: ZANU and ZAPU),
Namibia (SWAPO) and South Africa
(ANC). And with the independence of
Angola (1975), Mozambique (1975) and
Zimbabwe (1980), Swedish humanitarian
support to the liberation movements was
transformed into co-operation with the nations in laying the foundations for economic
development in favour of the oppressed and
disadvantaged African majorities. This
“concerned partricipation” in the welfare,
independence and development of the
majority-ruled States of Southern Africa has
made Sweden the most important donor
country to the nine member States of the
Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC).
To day, Swedish assistance consists of
bilateral development co-operation programmes with the Frontline States (and Lesotho),
as
well as support to SADCC and

of late

imposed such measures outside the
framework of the United Nations in the case

of, inter alia, Cuba, Vietnam, Angola,
Argentina, Poland, Nicaragua and Libya.
Through all kinds of pressures, the same
powers have tried to force others into joining these boycotts. Sweden maintains
development cooperation agreements with
Vietnam, Angola and Nicaragua. How could
these agreements overnight be sacrificed to
The latest
belligerent big-power rivalry?
example of such sanctions is the proposed
United States legislation vo(ed by the US
Senate on 21 May, 1987, banning assistance
to

SADCC and its member States unless they

stop supporting the liberation movement in
South Africa and Namibia. This vote was

passed the day before the Swedish Parliament took

troduced
Swedish

Sweden’s total official bilateral assistance,
almost 50 per cent — or SEK 2.6 billion (corresponding to US Dollars 415 million) — has
been allocated to Southern Africa for the
fiscal year 1987/88. This corresponds to 0.3

By

of Sweden’s Gross Domestic Produce, and roughly to 10 per cent of the total
Western development assistance to the
region, as registered by the Development
Assistance Committee (DAC) of the
Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD).
Sanctions: What
In

an

legislation against South Africa and

Namibia
an overwhelming vote of 234 in favour
and 66 against, the Swedish Parliament on

22

May, 1987 endorsed the Government bill
prohibition of trade with South Africa
and Namibia. The prohibition concerns imports of goods of South African or Namibian origin, and exports of goods to the two
countries. Loading, unloading, transport and
on

activities of intermediaries will £dso be prohibited. The act governing the prohibition
came into force on 1 July, 1987. However,
in order to enable companies with trade relations with South Africa and Namibia to wind
up

attempt to disavow Sweden’s policies

by the
it is

“easy” for Sweden to adopt trade restrictions and, ultimately, sanctions. Implicit in
the argument is that it is less costly from a

political point of view for Sweden to do so
than it would be for any other Western
economic power. This reasoning is as hollow
as
the argument of Sweden’s noninvolvement in Southern Africa. The formal
and unilateral introduction of trade sanctions

against South Afica and Namibia was from
a principled view of foreign policy a difficult
decision to take by the Swedish Government
and Parliament. It went contrary to both
Sweden’s traditional policies towards the
United Nations and to obligations under the
General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs
(GATT); and could be interpreted as a departure of a longstanding policy of neutrality.
The considerations made by the Swedish
legislator will be presented below. But before
doing so, it should be borne in mind that no
big power is by principle opposed to sanetions. On the contrary, the weapon of
economic sanctions have constantly been
brandished in the struggle between the

politico-economic blocs of the United States
have

and the Soviet Union. Western powers

12

.

these relations, the prohibition will be
plied as from 1 October, 1987.

perspective?

South Africa yet another argument
defenders of status quo is that
on

sane-

South Africa and Namibia. The
problem, thus, is not whether or not to apply sanctions, but against whom — and in
favour of whom — such measures are in-

humanitarian assistance to ANC (South
Africa) and SWAPO (Namibia). Out of

per cent

its stand in favour of trade

tions against

ap-

The Swedish sanctions law of 1987 follows

series of economic measures against
aiming at bringing about a
peaceful abolition of apartheid and the introduction of a democratic system in that
country. Sweden was the first Western country to legislate against new investments in
South Africa in 1979. This prohibition was
subsequently sharpened, to include, for example, financial leasing. On 1 January, 1986,
the Act on Prohibition of Imports of
Agricultural Produce from South Africa —
largely motivated by Pretoria’s use of prison
labour on South Africa’s vineyards and other
agricultural estates — came into force. This
act provided for several other measures, such
as granting the right to municipalities and
county councils to impose boycotts on South
Africa. On 1 July, 1986, a prohibition on the
sale and transfer of patents and manufacturing rights to South African and Namibian
companies came into force.
upon a

South Africa,

Since 1 July 1986, all trade between
Sweden and South Africa has been subject
to a

system of licensing. At the end of 1985,
the Government urged Swedish industry to
reduce trade with South Africa, and in

August 1986 this recommendation was
repeated, but now in the form of a joint
statement by all the political parties

represented yi the Swedish Parliament.
(Available statistics show that this recommendation was to a large extent adhered to.
Thus, in 1986, imports from South Africa
dropped by 65 per cent as compared to 1985,
whereas exports to South Africa decreased
by 20 per cent in the same period.)
In

addition

to

measures

restricting

economic and commercial relations with
South

Africa, the Swedish Government introduced more rigorous visa regulations for
South African nationals as from 1 April
1986, as well as extensive restrictions on contacts and exchange in sports, culture and
science.
As has already been stated in the foregoing, the decision to impose a trade embargo
against South Africa and Namibia was quite
a tough nut to crack for the legislator. It is
an essential principle of Swedish foreign
policy that Sweden should only participate
in sanctions decided upon by the Security

Council of the United Nations, such as in the
case of Rhodesia. This policy is based on
Sweden’s strong support of the United Na-

tions’ Charter and the traditional policy of

“non-participation in alliances in peace-time,
a view to neutrality in case of war”.
Thus, Sweden has consistently rejected proposals — most often advanced by the major
powers — to participate in sanctions outside
with

of the framework of the United Nations.

Against this background, the outcome of
Security Council’s consideration in
February 1987 of a draft resolution to impose mandatory selective sanctions against
South Africa was a source of great disappointment. With an overwhelming public
opinion in favour of sanctions, and with the
examples of Denmark and Norway, who in
1986 had introduced far-reaching trade
restrictions against the apartheid regime, the
Swedish Government decided to impose
unilateral sanctions, despite the fact that this
would be interpreted as a departure from
traditional foreign policy. It based this decision on inter alia the following considerations, quoted from an information booklet
issued by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs
the

in March 1987:

"The South African Government’s policy
of apartheid represents a systematic violation of human rights. This policy has been
pursued for a long time, and there is no
sign that the regime is prepared to reconsider it. Apartheid is the axis around
which all aspects of South African society rotate. In consequence of this policy,
people’s rights are dependent on the colour of their skin and on their race. The
policy is unique in that it is embodied in
the laws of the country. It is an integral
part of the way in which power is exercised daily by the Government and its
agencies. Violations of human rights ocin several other countries. But in no
other country is systematic violation of
the fundamental rights of the majority of
cur

the population

entrenched in the constitucase in South Africa’’.
"Now that sustained efforts to bring
about more effective measures against
tion,

as

is the
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South Africa within the framework of the
United Nations have failed to produce the
desired result, the reasons mentioned
above outweigh other considerations and

destined for South Africa or

prompt us to go one step further and im-

vent

Swedish embargo on trade. (The
Government) is convinced that this action
will expedite the process in the United Nations, so that a broader and thus more effective economic boycott of South Africa
may result at a later stage”.
pose a

"It is true that this decision

entails

a

departure from our obligations under
GA TT. But the measure is an isolated occurence. It applies to South Africa and
Namibia alone, and it is motivated by the
unique nature of apartheid.
"(The Government) has also given
careful consideration to the question of
whether a trade embargo against South
Africa might entail negative consequences
for the credibility of our policy of
neutrality. If an embargo is imposed,
Sweden cannot be suspected ofacting on
behalf of any power bloc or in the interests of any particular country. Nor is
there any risk in thLi case of our coming
into conflict with a major power or being forced to take a stance with regard to
the antagonisms between the major

powers".
The Swedish trade ban

The ban voted by the Swedish Parliament on
22 May 1987 will in principle apply to all

kinds of

goods. A general exception is,

however, to be made in the case of publications and news matter, since it is considered
of great importance that there continue to
be a flow of information to and from South
Africa. Exceptions will also be made for artides intended for humanitarian or

medical

purposes.

prohibition of imports will apply to
goods of South African or Namibian origin
exported from either of these countries. The
decisive factor with respect to imports is the
country of origin. It makes no difference
whether the goods come directly from South
The

Africa

or

Namibia

or

via another country.

the other hand, a product has been
processed in such a way as to change its
origin in accordance with existing provisions,
there is no obstacle to import. The ban on
imports will, finally not apply to goods from
other African countries which are transited
through South Africa or Namibia.
The prohibition of exports will apply to
goods intended for import into South Africa
or Namibia. It will apply both to direct exports to either of the countries and to indirect
exports via a third country, provided they are
If,

on

Namibia. In

consequence, the use of intermediaries in
other countries will constitute an offence
under the act. However, the act cannot pre-

goods produced by Swedish subsidiary
companies in third countries from being supplied to South Africa or Namibia, nor can
existing Swedish legislation be applied to prevent Swedish subsidiary companies abroad
from buying goods from these two countries.
The legal obstacle here is that subsidiary
companies are subject to the laws of the
country in which they operate and, thus, that
there is little scope for imposing Swedish
regulations on such companies through
legislation. In order to follow up the act on
sanctions, a Parliamentary Commission will,
however, be set up, which inter alia will
clarify whether it is possible to extend the ban
also to Swedish-owned subsidiaries in third
countries. This Commission will also study
the extent of trade in services

leadership of the
African National Congress (ANC) and the
South West Africa People’s Organisation
(SWAPO), the oppressed peoples of South
Africa and Namibia have for years called
upon the international community to impose
sanctions against the apartheid regime. This
call is today taken up by the democratic mass
movement through the United Democratic
Front (UDF), the labour front through the
trade ban. Under the

Congress of South African

Trade Unions

(COSATU), the mineworkers through the
National Union of Mine workers (NUM), the
churches and hundreds of grassroot
organizations all over South Africa and
Namibia. The trade ban should be seen as
an expression of the broad and deep-felt
solidarity of the Swedish people with the
struggling peoples of South Africa and
Namibia; and it is hoped that this measure
will shorten the road which inevitably will
between lead to the downfall of the White minority

Sweden and South Africa and

regime.

whether restrictions

investigate
prohibitions are called
for is this field. Certain forms of trade in
services are already prohibited; for example,
the transfer of technology by means of
patents and manufacturing rights.
Trade-related services will automatically
be prohibited as a result of the embargo,
Thus, the act will apply to the loading.
unloading, transport or reception for storage
of prohibited goods, as well as to the provision of means of transport and transport
equipment and supplies. It will also cover the
commissioning of such services, whether
directly or via intermediaries.

The liberation of South Africa will be carried out by the people of South Africa and

or

Consequences of the trade ban

significant will the Swedish trade ban
on South Africa and Namibia be? From a
purely statistical point of view. South Africa
represents only a small fraction of Sweden’s
foreign trade, on average less than 0,5 per
cent over the last 10 years. In 1986, exports
to South Africa represented not more than

How

0,3 per cent, and imports from South Africa,
only 0,1 per cent of all exports and imports.
However, seen from a South African

perspective, the embargo will — as reflected
in the introductory quote from The Citizen
be quite significant. Up to now, Sweden
has not only been South Africa’s 10th to 12th
largest supplier, but the goods imfwrted from
Sweden (engineering products, mining equipment, vehicles etc) have had a great strategic
importance for the apartheid regime. This is
particularly so within the mining industry,,
—

but also, although more
in the military field.

the liberation of Namibia will be achieved
by the Namibian people. Outside pressures

isolation of the
Pretoria regime will, however, render this
enormous task less arduous. The late Prime
and increased international

Minister Olof Palme, who participated in the
solidarity struggle against apartheid during
his entire political life, and who was instrumental in the preparatory works leading
up to the trade ban spoke at some lengthy
on this question at the 1984 Arush Conference (on Southern Africa) in which participated the Frontline States, aNc,
SWAPO and the Socialist
Palme said:

International.

“In the light of history it will be no ex-

cuse to just sit back and say that some big
powers blocked a decision that the rest of
us wanted, and let it rest at that. iVe have
to go

the other

way.

Party by party,

government by government, we could introduce various means of direct selective
action. Such sanctions will not be 100per
cent efficient. But that is not the major
point. The voice of reason must be heard.

Our actions must prove that we tried
another path than the march offolly. We
must follow

the road of compassion and

solidarity”.

difficult to assess,

To the economic impact should, however,
be added the political significance of the
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REGIONAL PERSPECTIVES

Sanctions

Against South Africa:
Regional Problems and Prospects
Rob Davies

Senior Lecturer,

1.Given

Department of Economics, University of Zimbabwe

This is the text

of a debate with Mr. Roger Martin, British Deputy High Commissioner, at the November meeting
of the Zimbabwe Chapter of the African Association of Political Science (AAPS)
At the outset I wish to make it clear that
I think that what we should be debating is

whether sanctions should be

impwsed but
they should be imposed. I think
the debate should move beyond general principles, which to me seem clear, to details of
practice.
However, it does not appear that we have
yet reached that level of debate. I will
therefore, speak within the defined
parameters, but I think that we ought to consider in the discussion some of the practical
not

rather how

details of what is to be done.
In their struggle for basic human rights,
the South African people require substantive
assistance from outside to complement their
internal struggle. In the judgement of their

legitimate leaders, economic sanctions are
one of the components of the overall package
of measures
armed struggle, civil unrest,
political negotiations, diplomatic pressure —
which should be used to bring change in
South Africa. They have requested those outside South Africa who support their struggle to contribute to it by bringing economic
pressure to bear on the apartheid regime.
—

How should

we

in the outside world

res-

pond to this request? I must confess that 1
personally take a very simplistic view. The
South African people are the proper judges
of what support they seek. Those of us who
claim to believe in the legitimacy of their
struggle have a simple choice to make: do we
support it or don’t we. If we do, then we
should support it in the way they request. If,
for whatever reason, we are not

willing to

give them the support they request, then they
should question our sincerity. In all things,
actions not
intentions.

words

are

the test

of

true

Of course, I realise that there are those in
the world who, for many different reasons,
do not share my view. The most difficult of
these opponents of sanctions to deal with
consists of people who, like Roger Martin,

profess with their left hand, a desire to end
apartheid, while arguing with their right that
sanctions is not the correct way to go about
doing so.
I recall an old love song in which the singer
proclaims his willingness to go to the ends
of the world, to swim the deepest ocean,
climb the highest mountain, for his loved
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The chorus ends with the line, “I’ll be
around if it don’t rain tonight.” I think that
these people have a similarly ambivalent atone.

titude towards the struggle against apartheid.
There are a number of standard propositions in the argument of this anti-sanotions

ly a result of the increasingly obvious inability of the apartheid system to sustain itself
economically. It is because their profits are
threatened, not because Chester Crocker has
“constructively engaged” them.

lobby. Basically these propositions fall into
two categories — those that focus on the ef-

Proposition 2

fects of sanctions

Opinion on full-scale sanctions among South
African blacks is divided.

on

the South African

economy and those that focus on the regional
effects. I would like to make some observa-

tions about both categories of propositions,
although I think that we in Zimbabwe should
concentrate our attention on the latter group.

Proposition 1

Sanctions can’t work politically. Rather than
persuading white South Africans to give up
power, sanctions will make them withdraw
into the laager and resist change more
strongly.
This may well be true, at least in the shortrun.

But

we should note:
that the internal struggle

continues
intensifies, it might not be too comfortable inside the laager;
2 White South Africans have hardly been
rushing towards change as it is. Are they
not inside the laager already?
3. Surely it is clear that it is no longer an
issue of persuading people to change but
rather of forcing them?
4. The same arguments have been raised in
the past whenever some limited form of
boycott has been proposed. But surely the
history of the past two decades have
shown that such change as has taken place
is largely as a result of such pressures. The
pressure needs to be intensified.

When the United States wishes to resort to
state action to invade Granada, or to support terrorism against the Governments of
Nicaragua or Angola, it uses internal dissension as justification for its action. When it
is explicitly and publicly asked to assist in the
struggle against apartheid, it uses internal
dissension to justify its inaction.
Those who

do

some

use this argument really should
basic reading on the history of the

struggle against apartheid’s institutions. And
then they should ask themselves: who is the
authentic representative of the aspirations of
the South African people?

and

Corollary 1
What is really needed is

a

dialogue,

structive engagement, to draw

the laager.
Roger Martin, in his talk

or conthem out of

to the National

Forum, referred to some supporters of sanetions as having suspect motives. I think that
the same might be said about those in the
anti-sanctions lobby who
The

use

this argument.

recently acquired willingness of the
representatives of South African capitalism
to “exchange views” with the ANC is direct¬

Corollary:
Sanctions will hurt black South Africans
more than white.
This is often stated as though it is self evident. But is it? Consider the following

arguments:
1. Sanctions will

probably encourage the
cheap black labour for
more expensive white labour;
2. They will probably encourage relatively
greater use of labour-intensive processes,
which tend to favour blacks;
3. The import content of white consumption
is probably higher than that of blacks, so
that the increase in prices following sanesubstitution of

tions will affect white real incomes more
than black;
4. Profit incomes will probably be relative-

ly

affected than wage incomes,
again affects whites more than

more

which

blacks;
This is not to argue that blacks will not be
affected; it is simply to say that the case is
often exaggerated.
In any event,

ed. What

one

the question is wrongly

pos-

should consider is whether the
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Quality of life for blacks will be worse under
a sanctions scenario than it would be under
a continuation of the status quo? My personal feeling is that those who argue that it
will simply do not appreciate what apartheid
is and does to the

people living under it.

the economies of the countries

imposing

them. In general, those who put forward
these arguments are saying, “we would like

support you, but the cost is too high.” I
think that this is a perfectly defensible argument. But we should be clear about two

to

that they did the Rhodesian.
merit in this argument.
However, sanctions did not work against
Rhodesia because they were broken. The
economy could respond to the protective
the

same

There

is

way

some

stimulus because key commodities were
available. I think that there is evidence that
the downturn in the Rhodesian economy
after 1975 was in part due to the longer term
effects of sanctions compounded by world
recession and the liberation war.
It is clear that the South African economy
can survive sanctions as such. But they have
to be seen as part of the overall struggle

against apartheid. They compound the difAcuities caused by civil and industrial unrest;
they make it more difficult to contain armed insurrection.
Furthermore, I don’t know that South
Africa’s relatively more advanced economy
is entirely a blessing when it comes to sur-

viving sanctions. The greater

sophistication

vulnerable to profits squeeze
and financial constraints; its greater interlinkages multiply the impact of botmake it

more

tlenecks in key industries; its higher degree
of urbanisation make it more vulnerable to
food shortages and transport bottlenecks; the

developed consciousness of its working class make it more likely to capitalise on
difficulties caused by sanctions and indeed

more

compound these difficulties through, for
example, industrial sabotage.
Finally, of course, Rhodesia survived
because of South Africa. Where is South
to

Africa’s South Africa? In many ways sanetions are more easily enforced against South
Africa than they were against Rhodesia, par-

ticularly if there is some form of naval
monitoring. I have seen opponents of sanetions arguing that South Africa’s long coast
line make it difficult to monitor sanctions.

people think that saneby clandestine landings
on remote beaches, they clearly have no
understanding of the nature of South
Africa’s economy and trade:
All the propositions I have dealt with so
far relate to the consequences of sanctions
for South Africa. As I have stated, I think
that fundamentally this part of the debate
should not worry us unduly, since it is for
those leading the struggle inside South Africa
to decide whether they wish external
assistance in the form of sanctions. They are
asking for us to give that assistance, not to
enter into a debate with them on the tactics
of their struggle.
However, we should be concerned with the
second broad thrust of the anti-sanctions lobby, relating to the impact they will have on

This is ludicrous: if
tions can be broken
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South African’s domination of our

trade

routes

we should not be unduly upset when the
people of South Africa take this as a measure

This is true: estimates vary but somewhere
in the order of 85-95*7o of Zimbabwe’s

lack of commitment to their cause.
me now look at the arguments.
Generally they centre around what are

trade goes through South Africa.
On the other hand, it is also generally

ly,

Sanctions cannot work economically. They
will stimulate the South African economy in

argued sanctions will lead to regional collapse, bearing in mind the possibility of
positive effects.

we must be certain that we
have assessed the cost correctly. And second-

things. Firstly,

Proposition 3

friends in the international community. Let
us now look at the three ways in which it is

of

our

Let

as three self evident observations
about Southern African “facts of life”.

presented

Firstly, it is observed that the region is
dependent on South Africa as a trade route.
For example, 931^o of Zimbabwe’s trade goes
through South Africa.
Secondly, South Africa’s importance as
both a market for and a supplier to the
region is emphasised. In 1983, for example.
South Africa accounted for 18.7'?'o of our ex-

ports and 24.5*% of our imports.

Finally, it is argued that sanctions will
South Africa to retaliate against the
region, taking measures ranging from imposing its own economic boycott, through expelling migrant workers, to direct military

cause

intervention.
These three facts of life suggest that,
whatever their effect on South Africa, sanetions will lead to the total collapse of the

regional economies. Thus, for example, the
Times was able to say in a leader on October
15: “These countries, say their leaders, are
ready for sanctions. Of course that is sadly
only too consistent with the economic ruin
which most of their leaders have inflicted on
these countries already. That perhaps explains why so many of their citizens have
already voted with their feet for South
Africa. It certainly explains the ease with
which their leaders can now contemplate
fuller ruin for an uncertain cause.”
Any realist will accept that the general
thrust of this argument

is correct. No one can
deny that sanctions against South Africa will
have a severely detrimental effect on our
economies. However, I think that the argument, as presented, is one sided. Sanctions
have contradictory consequences: this is

recognised implicitly by the anti-sanctions
lobby when they argue that sanctions will
simultaneously injure blacks in South Africa

recognised that there is considerable excess
capacity on the non-South Africa routes.
These routes are probably handling considerably less than half the traffic they could,
if all operated smoothly. Furthermore, it is
also recognised that, other things being
equal, these routes are lower cost alternatives
to

South Africa.

Why is there this considerable excess

capacity? I think that there are three obvious
explanations.
Primarily, it is a direct consequence of
South African military action, mainly
through its client terrorists. I would have
thought that our international friends should
not be emphasising our dependence on South
as a trade route, but should be
assisting us in every possible material way in
fighting South African aggression which is
aimed precisely at maintaining that
dependence.

Africa

A second reason for excess

capacity lies

with ourselves. Are we doing all we might
to increase our use of non-South African

though it is difficult? How, for
example, do we use differential tariffs to encourage the use of non-South African
routes? Does the region provide any financial discimination in favour of non-South
routes, even

African road hauliers?
A third reason,

although more difficult to

substantiate, lies in the economic dominance
of South Africa in the ownership of our

enterprises. Even if these firms do not ex-

plicitly favour dependence on South Africa,
one has a strong feeling that their basic
outlook provides an implicit support for such
dependence.
South Africa’s Importance as a

trading

partner
It is

generally pointed out that about 201^0

and stimulate the South African economy.
What strikes me is that none of the anti-

of all our trade is with South Africa, and that
this is much higher for other countries in the

lobby examine the impact of sanethe region in the same way,
evaluating the positive as well as the negative

region. Furthermore, in key areas the
dependence is greater: over 40*% of our
manufactured exports go to South Africa,
for example.
Firstly, this should not be overplayed. The
figures are out of date, and many
economists, including some who are strongly opposed to sanctions, recognise that over
the past 6 months, our trade with South
Africa has fallen substantially. This is mainly

sanctions
tions on

aspects. Why, to put

it bluntly, if Roger Mar-

tin argues that reduced trade ties with the rest
of the world stimulated Rhodesian economic

development, and will do so for South
Africa, why then will it not have the same
impact on the regional economies?
In other words, sanctions will create both
problems and opportunities for the region.
The relative balance between the two will be
greatly affected by the policy responses, not
only of governments and people in the
region, but also of those of our erstwhile

because of the weak Rand and the introduction of the import surcharge by South
Africa. So it is likely that even without sanetions

we

will lose the South African market.

Secondly,

one

should examine the extent
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which South African suppliers can be
replaced by regional ones. There is evidence,
for example, that Zimbabwe’s steel producers were making some progress in replacing South Africa as a supplier to Zambia, until the weak rand wiped out our competitiveness. Furthermore, it is also recognisto

ed that the South African government provides extensive subsidies to its exporters —
in the form of export credit guarantees, interest

subsidies, direct subsidies

reduce

—

which also

competitiveness.
Although it will obviously cause problems,
I would have thought that a forced removal
of South Africa from the regional market
would have a substantial beneficial impact
on a number of key industries in the region.
our

that it is correct. But I think also that there

as

is

posed, some Zimbabwean businessmen will
be profitably involved in breaking them —
unless they are beaten to it by their regional

no

pen

guarantee whatsoever that this will hap-

in

any case.

The impunity with which

South Africa has got away with similar attacks in the past; with full scale direct intervention in Angola; with air strikes against

Mozambique; with a terrorist raid on
Gaborone; the applause which the Israelis
received from Reagan for their attack on
Tunis; indeed the propensity for the United
States to use similar tactics when they think
they can get away with it. Couple all these
things with the inability of the South
Africans to understand that their problem
has not been externally instigated, and you
have a recipe for increased South Africa terror in the region, regardless of what happens

I

dangers of South African retaliation

It is clear that South Africa will

retaliate,

if the FLS do not themselves impose
sanctions. I know that some of the prosanctions lobby argue that it cannot afford

even

to retaliate too much, because this will intensify the effects of sanctions. I am afraid
that I don’t agree. I think that both the willingness and the capacity for South Africa to
inflict damage on the region are high.
But again I think one must put this in context. It is not a question of South Africa taking action against the region. What we are
talking about is South Africa escalating the
action it is already taking. What has to be
put in the balance is how much worse the

a

matter of urgency we

sanctions scenario will be than the status
quo.
I think that the most

likely sanctions
scenario is that South Africa will intially step
up the disruption of trade routes by its puppets. This, because it will be land-based action, will be contained by combined operations of the regional military forces.

Establish precisely what forms of sanetions we can put into practice;
Discuss in detail what we are aiming at
with sanctions. Once we impose them,
in other words, what would need to hap-

1.

2.

This will

cause

South Africa to

move

into

much more overt action, eventually using air
strikes. I understand that, at present, the

region’s capacity to repulse such air attacks
is negligible.
For me, this is the most worrying aspect
of the anti-sanctions argument for I think

ty to defend ourselves.

4.

pen before they are withdrawn?
Draw up a co-ordinated regional

in our trade routes;
canvassing now for military support from those who are willing to give
it;
Speed up efforts at co-ordinating our
regional economies, looking particularly
at which inputs can be produced in the
region rather than imported from South
Africa, albeit at higher cost.
Speed up the process of finding political
unity inside Zimbabwe, to remove an
response to any cuts

Start

Conclusion

partners? Why do we continue to see on TV
and the cinema, adverts for SAA — the peopie’s airline! I have in fact seen the Herald
carrying adverts for jobs in “the Republic
of Bophutatswana!’’ — no doubt the Peopie’s Republic. Why does the Herald give
coverage of rebel tours? Surely, if we cannot impose these non-costly and nonprovocative sanctions now, our commitment
to full-scale and provocative sanctions must
be questioned? It is absolutely certain, as far

need, for example.

to:

3.

from unilateral action on our part, without
the pressure of sanctions. Why do we buy
from South Africa rather than our regional

im-

that I think the debate should move forward
from where we are tonight. I think that as

counselling caution upon us, but starting
now to help us enhance our military capaci-

might be concluded from the arguments
I have presented thus far that I am
unreservedly in favour of full, comprehensive mandatory sanctions now. In true
economists’ fashion, however, I wish to end
by saying I do have some reservations. All
of the positive aspects of sanctions can come

are

The negative impact of sanctions on us will
only be reduced, and the positive opportunities they offer will only be taken advantage of, if we start now to make contingency plans. And this is why I started by saying

As with many other aspects of their argument, 1 think our friends should not be

It

concerned, that if sanctions

counterparts.

with sanctions.
The

am

5.

6.

avenue for destabilisation which South
Africa is already exploiting.
We could extend the Ust. But the point is
that unless we do these things now, sanctions
will be a disaster for us. Unless we start

working seriously on these plans and options,
I

think that

we

should be honest, and

recognise that we do not seriously intend supporting sanctions. We should make a public
declaration to the South African people that
we cannot respond to their request for support because the sacrifice will be too great.
And

Zimbabwean, mindful of the
ordinary people in our
neighbouring countries made for our independence, I would be ashamed to be party to such a declaration.
as

sacrifices

a

many
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INSIDE SOUTH AFRICA

The South Africa Black Mine

Workers’ Strike
By

a

Comrade inside South Africa

was reached between the
National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) and
the Chamber of Mines, the union wanted to

WHEN deadlock

or mediation to reach agreeThe Chamber rejected both suggestions. The workers then went for a strike
ballot — more than 95 per cent of the
members on recognised mines voted for
strike action. Thus began the biggest strike
in South African labour history which involved more than 340 000 miners for a 30 per

go to

follow the development of gold mining and the disputes which have taken place
tant to

on

arbitration

ment.

rise and better working conditions.
Last year the gold mine giant corporations
recorded the highest profits in the industry’s
history. Working profits rose by 35 per cent
in 1985 and a further 14 per cent last year
while dividends went up by 38 per cent in
1985 and 10 per cent in 1986. The NUM demand for a living wage was based on the fact
that mining houses can afford to pay it.

cent pay

To understand the

history of all workers
in South Africa it is neccessary and impor¬
S/1P£M OCTOBER 1987

the mines since 1881.
Before the Boer

was

there

was no

unified

to return to the pre-Boer war monthly
schedule of pay. This was the first victory
against the mine owners.
Between 1975 and 1986 total gold mine

advantageous to them. They formed the Wit-

profits went up by 44 per cent, total
dividends to shareholders rose by 21 per cent
and capital expenditure spiralled by 106 per
cent while tax to the Pretoria regime from

watersrand Native Labour Association in

gold also increased by 38

system of labour recruitment on the mines.
After the war the employers decided on a
common labour policy that would be more

1900.

Wages before the

war was

between £2 to

month. But the mine bosses reduced the
rate to a minimum of 30 shillings and max£3

a

imum of 35 shillings a month. Mine bosses
were not allowed to pay more than the maximum rate of 35 shillings.
It

was

thought that such a powerful composition

bination of employers would be in a
to dictate wage rates.

Though there

was

no

organisation of

workers at all at this stage, the rate-wage
became so unpopular that workers refused

per cent.

For the past 10 years the gold mines have
become used to making massive profits while
the mineworkers, who sweat to
are

getting

poorer.

It is the

dig the gold,
the coal

same on

mines.
The sharp rise in the world price of oil in
the mid-seventies, pushed up the demand for
South African coal as a cheap source of
energy because of the low wages paid to
Black miners. Coal miners are among the

lowest paid workers in South Africa, but
they do the toughest and most dangerous

jobs.
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hours than the
fortnight they are supposed to

Miners work much longer
96 hours

a

weapon,
“Our

the strike weapon.
struggle for a living wage will be set

spend in the bowels of the rich South African
soil extracting gold and coal.
The minimum wage of R238 on gold mines
and R225 in collieries is a pittance for

back many years if we let the chamber con-

dangerous work.
The NUM strike demands were:

in South African labour history. It was on
the mines that the first attempts at forming

tinue to pay us slave wages. We must win.”
The NUM demands brought the struggle

between workers and bosses into full

circle

more

than doubled in the past

decade, gold

and coal miners’ wages have not increased

in This
real was
termswhy
since
1976.
the MUM negotiators stuck
increase demand
when negotiations deadlocked before the
strike, believing that they could outwait the
to their 30 per cent wage

Chamber,
Last

hours

before the strike.

trade unions in South Africa were made late
in the 19th century with the development of

Chamber negotiators came up with an accep-

lucrative gold mining in South Africa and the

table compromise. With the latest move by

warned of solidarity strikes in support of the
NUM if the deadlock continued. This would
have sjjent many hours in many meetings tryhave brought more than a million workers
ing to win them but the chamber said it has into strike action throughout the country,

exodus of striking miners from their hostels

•

rejection of slave wages.
Safety protection for members.
A danger allowance and death benefits to
A

•
•

bereaved families.
*

Thirty days leave a year.
*
June 16 as a public holiday.
A spokesman for the workers wrote: “We
believe our demands are reasonable, and

given enough.
went on

strike using the only

pressure we could —
in return.

withdrawing our labour

“So

we

“In return, the mine bosses have threatened to dismiss us, to close the mines, to use
mine security against us and to starve us in-

surrender.

to

“We

are

not

afraid of these threats. Our

strike is legal and we have voted in our tens
of thousands to use strike as our only
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manufacturing industries that were launched after that. The 750 000-member Congress
of South African Trade Unions’(Cosatu) had

year,

Chamber representatives to reopen negotiations, it appears that the losses estimated to
be mounting to R31 million a day and the
were

beginning to bite deep,

We

pledged

our

wholehearted support for

the striking NUM miners and hereby call on

The NUM

is Cosatu’s largest affiliate,
Despite the NUM declaration of 1987 as

all progressive forces to support them by
pushing for worldwide blockade of the apar-

“the year the miners take control”, it didn’t

theid
garrison through campaigns for mandatory and comprehensive sanctions as well

paid up members, the
NUM makes up an impressive one-third of
the country’s 760 000 Black miners. But
NUM membership was still patchy outside
the Anglo-American corporation,
While profits of the six giant mining
houses grouped in the Chamber of Mines

as

the strike.
With its 261 000

want

providing material support to miners who

made the choice: Organise or Starve.
Next October Issue: A

Detailed Analysis

of the Strike and Its Impact.
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Third World in

Struggle

US Imperialism
”The Enemy is one and the same
in Southern Africa and

Nicaragua

versus

Central America”
Speaking to the African Association of
Political Science (AAPS) (Zimbabwe
Chapter), on the topic of “Nicaragua in the
context of imperialism in Central America”
on June 25, 1987, Francisco Campbell, Ambassador of the Republic of Nicaragua
highlighted the parallels between the conflicts
in Southern Africa and Central America,
noting that in both regions “the enemy is one
and the same”.
In Southern Africa he

said, the discredited

—

The November 4, 1984 national elections

•

present government.
The new Constitution in effect since

g

1987 in which political
pluralism, mixed economy and nonaligned are elevated to levels of Constitutional Principles.
Ambassador Campbell emphasized

I
I
I
I

president and members of the National Assembly. Sixty seven per cent of
voters who went to the polls chose the
for

January 9,

US policy of “Constructive Engagement”
with racist Pretoria was in fact designed to

that the above constitutes fundamental

protect white minority interest against those
of the black majority. It aids and abets terrorist attacks against Front Line States committed to the cause of genuine democracy in
South Africa. This same US Administration

democracy that the Nicaraguan Revolution is trying to build and is consistent
with the hopes, dreams, needs and ideals

through support for the terrorist contras led
by remnants of the defeated Somoza National Guard, in Central America is actively
seeking to destroy the democratically elected

oppressed.
accomplishments
place under adverse and very
difficult circumstances including aggression by the Reagan Administration
which, beginning in 1981, launched its
mercenary war against the Nicaraguan
people and government. He added that
this US militaristic policy is designed to
provoke a regional war in Central
America, which the US will then use as

said Mr.

Major Achievements
since coming to
power the Revolutionary Government, is embarked on a process designed to bring genuine democracy to Nicaragua. Among steps
in that direction he mentioned:
The National Literacy Campaign of 1980
that reduced illiteracy from 50.3% to less

The Ambassador noted that

pretext to intervene in the region with
its own combat troops. Such an eventuali-

a

Ambassador Campbell, would
tragic consequences and would
represent a grave threat to world peace.

ty said
have

—

to date

acres

Reform programme which
has distributed more than five

hundred and sixty thousand
of land to previously landless

million

one

peasants, organized in
—

cooperatives or as

individual owners.
The health campaigns that have virtually
erradicated malaria, polio and other

preventible diseases. Infant mortality rate
has been reduced from 113.2 per 1,000
live births to 74.5. Health care and education
—

US Aggression
For this reason, he said, Nicaragua has
time and again called on the US Administration to set aside its policy of ag-

than 12.9%.
The Agrarian

are now

—

available free of charge.
Parties making

office.
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Council of the United Nations on
occassions, only to find the
United States using its veto power to
block Resolutions calling for an end to
its illegal policy of aggression against
Nicaragua.
Nicaragua took its case to the World
Court which on June 26, 1986 condemned the US policy of aggression against
Nicaragua. The Reagan Administration
has refused to comply with the ruling of
numerous

—

the Court.
The Threat of A Good Example

Addressing the US Administration argument
that Nicaragua, a country of 3.5 million peopie, is a threat to the national security of the
United States, Ambassador Campbell
observed that it is possible that Nicaragua
has become “the threat of a good example”.
He went on to say it is likely Nicaragua’s
achievements in reducing illiteracy, improving health care, education, agrarian reform
and its fierce determination to defend its in-

dependence and right to self determination
against the onslaught of the US superpower
is seen as an example and inspiration to peopie elsewhere struggling for their freedom.
this

If

should

be

the

case

he

added,

Nicaragua will continue to do everything
possible to remain worthy of such

recognition.

Manzanillo bilateral talks with the US,

The Law on Political

possible for the first time in the history
of the country for political parties,
regardless of their ideological orientation
to freely organize and campaign foi

gression and resolve its differences with
Nicaragua through peaceful means.
Among steps taken by the Government
of Nicaragua in its determination to
achieve peace the Ambassador mentioned the following:
Nicaragua actively participated in the

Nicaragua has taken its case to the Security

He stressed that these

have taken

Campbell.

—

—

of the poor majority of Nicaraguans who
in the past were excluded, exploited and

and restore to
criminal clique distinguished only

for its subservience to Washington,

I

pillars of the comprehensive genuine

government of Nicaragua
power a

I

—

unilaterally suspended by the Reagan Administration in January, 1985.

Central American Peace Accord

Nicaragua has been and continues to be

of the Central American Peace Accord on

an

active

participant and supporter of the
negotiating process which the
States has systematically

Contadora
United

endeavoured to undermine.

In

a

subsequent interview, after the signing

August 7, 1987, Ambassador Campbell said
was a historic step towards peace in Central America, because for the first time the
five Central American Presidents have

this

19

stated, unequivocally, that they would not
allow their countries to be used

as

pawns to

promote war, destruction and death.
The Accord signed by the five presidents
he said, has brought much hope to the peo-

pie of Central America who long for peace,
Leaders throughout the world have expressed their support for this historic initiative
undertaken to put an end to the suffering inflicted on the people of the region by an

obstinate, interventionist US policy that
refuses to respect the right of Central
Americans to determine their own destiny.
Campbell added that the Government of
Nicaragua has begun to implement the steps
called for in the Accord and is confident the
other Central American Governments will do
likewise in spite of brutal pressure unleashed against them by forces opposed to peace.
They must stand firm in their demand that

the US end its

policy of aid to contra bandits, using neighbouring territory to launch
terrorist raids against innocent civilians in
Nicaragua,concluded the Ambassador.

“
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REPORTS

V

Zimbabwe National

AAPS

Model for other
Model of

a

National Chapter

—

Three years

old this year.

10.

African Nationalism in

11.

The

1985

Chapters
Sam

Perspective

Zimbabwe

Elections:

A

Preliminary analysis
Chapter of AAPS

12.

Women Race and Class

established in October 1984. The first
executive elected consisted of the following:-

13.

Economic

14.

Africa
Southern Africa

The Zimbabwe National
was

Ibbo Mandaza

—

—

15.
16.

Executive Member

Rukudzo Murapa

—

against South

Executive Member

17.

The Lessons of

SADCC — Problems and Prospects
The US, The World System and the
Southern African Situation
The Role of the Party during the Transition Period

The

Current

executive

consists

of

the

18.

Imperialism, Southern Africa and The
Non-Aligned Movement

19.

20.

The Role of the Women’s Movement in
National Development with specific
reference to Politics and Employment
NGO’s Aid and Development in the

21.

Third World
The problem

following;
Hasu Patel

Brian

—

Chairman

Raftopoulos

—

Secretary

Ona Jirira — Treasurer
Ibbo Mandaza — Executive Member
Shadreck Guttoo — Executive Member
Mike Mwadiro

—

Executive Member

membership consisting of academics, civil servants, members
of the Media, and representatives from commerce and industry.

The Chapter now has a

Topics for Debate: Reflection of Currents in
Society
The topics that have been discussed at our
fora have covered a wide range of subjects.
These have included:1.

The

3.

Leadership Code
Debate on the One-Party State
Which way Southern Africa after

4.

Nkomati?
The Role of Peasants in African Politics

5.

Race, Class and Tribe in Africa

2.

6.

The Role of Multinational Coporations
and Technical Assistance in Africa
7. The Prospects of Industrial Relations in
Zimbabwe in the Light of the New
Labour Relations Legislation
8. The Role of Mass Organizations in National Politics
9. The OAU, Southern Africa and the
Socialist Countries
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Nujoma

—

President of SWAPO

Simba Makoni
Executive Secretary of
SADCC
Thabo Mbeki
Member of the Central
Committee of the ANC
Willie Musarurwa
Former editor of the
—

—

—

—

Lesotho

Chairman

Lloyd Sachikonye — Secretary/Treasurer
Brian Raftopoulos — Executive Member
Hasu Patel

Sanctions

Chapter

Sunday Mail and Central Committee
member of the PF ZAPU
Cde. Kolev — Former

Bulgarian Am-

bassador to Zimbabwe
Francisco Campbell — The Nicaraguan Ambassador to Zimbabwe
Roger Martin— Deputy British High Commissioner to Zimbabwe.
Samir Amin
A leading dependency
—

theorist in Africa

Ben Magubane — A well known South
African academic
Archie Mafeje — A leading South African
scholar

of Unemployment in

Zimbabwe
Literature and Politics in Zimbabwe
The Role of Imperialism in Central
America
24. The New Changes in the Zimbabwe
Constitution.
In October 1985, the National Chapter held
an annual conference, on the subject,‘The
Problems of the Transition to Socialism’,
and in March 1986, the Chapter assisted the
continental AAPS body in organising conference in Harare on the theme 'Whither
South Africa?’
22.
23.

EwmanMc/lFfl//ers/em — A leading worldsystem analyst
John Hoffman — Formerly on the Editorial
Board of‘Marxism Today’, the theoretical

journal of the CPGB.
Norman Geras — A member of the Editorial
Board of the New Left Review

Dan Nabudere — President of the Continental AAPS and writer on Imperialism in
Africa.
Nelson

Moyo

— Lecturer in Economics,
University of'Zimbabwe.

Yash Tandon

The Speakers: A Broad Spectrum of Society
The discussions have been led by leading

Director of Research and
Publications for AAPS, and
writer on imperialism in
Africa.

representatives of the Zimbabwean political
arena, leading representatives of the Liberation Movements in Southern Africa, leading

Chenjerai Hove — Zimbabwe Poet
Masipula Sithole — Author of work on
Ethnic
struggles in

—

Third World scholars and members of the

Zimbabwe
Lecturer in Drama,

diplomatic corps. These have included:Nathan Shamuyarira — The Zimbabwean

Robert McClaren

Minister of Information and one of the
founder members of .AAPS. He is also a
member of the ZANU PF Central Committee and Politburo.
Edson Zvobgo — The Zimbabwean Minister
of Justice, Legal and Parliamentary Affairs,

A Viable Intellectual and Political
Contribution
The National Chapter has thus been able to

Joseph Msika— Secretary General of PF
ZAPU

—

University of Zimbabwe.

gather an impressive array of activists and
scholars over the last two years, to discuss
in an open forum, some of the fundamental
issues relating to Zimbabwe, the Southern
African region and Africa in general. In so
21

doing it has made

a

modest but important

contribution to the national debate. This in
turn has been an important reflection of the

conjuncture Zimbabwean society has reached at this point in our history; and an indication of the growing vibrancy of intellectual
debate over the last few years. It has been
assisted in our efforts by Zimbabwe television which for

a

time covered

our

Kabagambe,
University of Swaziland

Alternate

M. Malaba.

Organising Sec.

University of Zimbabwe

Publications Sec.

M. Shale,
National University
of Lesotho

analyses of our concrete conditions,
mainly because as members of the society
who have had the opportunity to further
their education, they have a responsibility to
our people to help clarify issues in the long
struggle for liberation and development.
accurate

Sometimes, some intellectuals tend to
underestimate the immense opportunities for
debate in Zimbabwe. There is a cynicism
which often grows from an erratic analysis
of our conditions. On the other hand we have
also witnessed a tendency amongst certain
sections of the left, to dampen debate by an
almost theological adherence to certain texts
and slogans. In their very posturing, debate
and dialogue are ruled out of court, and the
charge of heresy is hurled against any who
a

certain rule of thumb

conception of socialism.
AAPS is committed to the progressive objectives of the government of Zimbabwe, and
is committed to the tasks of debating the major obstacles confronting a transition to
democratic socialism in developing countries.
In this role it will continue to provide a small
but important contribution to the development process in Zimbabwe, by enlarging the
or

to an arithematic

arena

of discussion and debate.

Raftopoulos,
Secretary AAPS

Brian

Zimbabwe National Chapter

It

was

also resolved at the Roma Con-

ference that the theme of the 11th SAUSSC
will be International Finance Institutions and

in Southern
Africa with sub-themes:
a) Economic crisis and structural adjustSocio-economic Development

ment programmes.

Socio-economic and political dimensions of the structural adjustment

b)

programmes.

Impact of these programmes on the

c)

welfare of

women

and children.

Impact of structural adjustment pro-

d)

on

grammes

and

rural

urban

development.
M. SHALE

Roma, Lesotho

African

Universities Social Sciences
Conference. Roma, Lesotho, 13-15
July. 1987.
The Tenth Annual Southern African

Univer-

sities Social Sciences Conferences (SAUSSC)
on the theme “Social Science Research in
Southern Africa: Achievements, Problems
and Prospects” took place at the National

University of Lesotho, Roma between the
13th and 15th of July 1987. The Conference
attracted delegates from member Universities
of Dar es Salaam, Botswana, Lesotho,
Malawi, Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
A new executive committee for the year
1987-88 was elected and the list is as
follows:

The Conference

E.

Vice-President

C. Karase,

Maganya,
University of Dar es Salaam

University of Zimbabwe
Secretary General 1. Lamba,
University of Malawi
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Secretariat and Professor Hasu Patel of the

University of Zimbabwe.
For each of the papers presented, was a
specific discussant who ably gave a critical
analysis and appraisal of the papers. Some
of the most illuminating discussions came
from such people as Andre Gunna Frank
(Economist) from the Netherlands, Professor
Yash Jandon, Dr Thomas Lodge from South
Africa, Dr Ibbo Mandaza and Dr Shelby
Lewis. Dr Ben Magubane and Mr. Robert
faster of the IISS gave the two closing

addresses.
Comment
There

was general consensus in the Conference that the root-cause of the “insecuri-

on

Regional Security in Southern

ex-

istence of the Apartheid regime in
Africa. Despite the continued support

South
South
receiving from the Capitalist

Africa

Africa

Harare, 8-10 June, 1987

West, this citadel of white power was ex-

was

periencing
highly successful Conference on Regional
Security in Southern Africa was held at the
University of Zimbabwe on June 8-10,
A

1987. The Conference

was

jointly sponsored

by the Department of Political and Administrative Studies, University of Zimbabwe, and the London-based International
Institute for Strategic Studies. Although the
initial request for the Conference came from
the IISS, the actual Conference programme,

including the papers presented, was jointly
mutually agreed upon by the two institutions. The Conference was co<haired by Dr
Solomon M. Nkiwane, Head of the Department of Political and Administrative Studies,
University of Zimbabwe, and Dr Robert
O’Niell, Director of the IISS.
The purpose of the Conference was to
have a mutually beneficial exchange of views
between scholars and security specialists in
Southern Africa and outside, with each
group contributing to the other’s understanding of both the regional dynamics and wider
consequences of the problems.
the idea was that the critical

In particular,
analyses and

would
better
understanding of the regional and wider implications of South Africa’s destabilizationist
policies in Southern Africa.

discussions of the papers presented
result in a clearer appreciation and

The three sub-themes of the Conferences

(1) The Struggle in South Africa, (2)
Social, Economic and Political
Dynamics of South African Regional
Destabilization Policies and (3) Southern
Africa and the World. Predictably, the two

were:

President

Moscow, Chief Emeka Anyaoku, Deputy
Secretary-General of the Commonwealth

ty” situation in Southern Africa is the

and

The Tenth Annual Southern

London, while Black Struggles was
prepared by Archie Mafeje. Each of the
other two themes were covered by four
papers each from renowned schoolars from
the United Kingdom, Continental Europe,
the Soviet Union, the United States and
Southern Africa. These included such personalities as Dr Victor Gontrachev, Deputy
Director of the Institute of African Studies,

never

grow complacent of their achievements, nor
should they underestimate the difficult tasks
ahead. They should always strive to provide

white Southern African liberal who resides

in

J.

Secretary.

regularly.

do not conform to

a

Organising

debates

Intellectuals and activists should

of White Power, read by Fleur de Villiers,

S. Hoohlo,
National University
of Lesotho

Treasurer

The

papers on

the first theme were on the crisis

a

“crisis” which had manifested

itself in the May 1987 all-white elections.
Although a spent and discredited force, it
seems that the white liberals in South Africa
continued to hope against hope that the
worst

(i.e. bloody revolution) could still be

avoided in South Africa.

oppressed majoriof South Africans, who happen to be overwhelmingly black, are going through internal convulsions of their own while they fight
the apartheid enemy from several standpoints and perspectives. One was left with
the uncomfortable feeling that the internal
On the other hand, the

ty

situation in South Africa

was too

volatile and

complex at the moment for it to yield to
easy anaylses and quick solutions. In other
words, there is no alternative to revolution
in South Africa. The struggle must go on.
The regional and global implications of
South Africa’s destabilizationist policies
clearly needed further research and analyses
by scholars. The thrusts of the arguments,
especially by local scholars, indicated a
preference for research by locally based
scholars and interpretations that were senso

sitive to Southern African views. Such matters of fundmental importance as socioeconomic issues, cannot and should not be
left to outsiders for interpretation and for
solution. This became even more evident
when the Conference participants were left
without any doubt that in so far as the superpowers are

concerned, not only is Southern

Africa very low in their scale of priorities,
but that they are in general agreement on
how not to be drawn into a conflict between
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them

over

the situation in the region.
Solomon S. Nkiwane
Harare

Department of Political and Administration
Studies, University of Zimbabwe

I drew more from the pannel on Ideologies
and Strategies of Development because I was
drafted as the discussent for the session. It

emerged clearly that inspite of the historically
determined movement of society from
capitalism to socialism, many a scholar in
Africa is still in search of the illusionary
world of “neither

capitalism nor socialism”.
Many came out to advocate that “true”
African scholars should be looking for
“something uniquely African”. Listening to
these scholars I could not help but recall how

The AAPS VII Bi-Annual Conference

Yaonde, Cameroon

—

25-27 May 1987

Introduction

Karl

the choice to represent the AAPS Zimbabwe Chapter at the AAPS conference. It

petty-bourgeois, as “in contradiction” itself.
One leg supporting exploitation, another leg
trying to work away from exploitation to
social justice, which can only be attained

It

was

experience I share with you, the
reader, the following notes 1 made of the actual content of the Conference proceeding
as well as those relating to the structuralconstitutional deliberations of the general
conference, “The supreme authority of the
Association”, according to Article VII of the
was

an

Constitution of AAPS. For those who have

this Constitution (I am sure many
not), please, see AAPS Newsletter,
January-March, 1987 pages 25-32. But the
view expressed herein are my views and do
not necessarily represent those of .4APS
never seen

have

Zimbabwe.
I present what I gathered from the discussions conducted in English or in French with
simultaneous translations in English. Since
the current President is Professor H.

Sharowe of Egypt,

the next Bi-Annual is likely to use Arabic in addition to English and
French, i.e. assuming AAPS will be following its Constitution which have Arabic,
French and English as the working languages
(Articles XIV). Of course, one immediately
pauses to ponder what would happen were
a
Bi-Annual to be held in Maputo or
Luanda.
Themes and Pertinent Issues That

Out of the
were

unnecessarily

commissioned

or

Emerged
that

many papers

invited not all

were

presented and discussed. The session that was
scheduled for presentation and discussion of
the Camerounian situation
ed.

never

materialis-

Reliable rumours,

not official communication, revealed later that the state

machinery had exercised its muscle to cancel
the session when delegates were already
seated waiting for presenters of the papers
on Cameroun! Some papers were, however,
not discussed simply because the opening
morning of 24th May was also wasted as
delegates waited all morning for the
honourable Minister who was supposed to
officially grace us with his presence but did
not do so because he was opening another

Marx

characterised

Proudhon, the

under socialism. Torn between these two op-

posing forces, the African petty-bourgeois
intellectual over-exercised his

or

brain to balance the forces. This

her small

pitiable
to me but it is something one expects and
meets everyday.
The world is at the
crossroads as history is pushing harder
towards socialism and away from the as yet
strong but moribund capitalism.
Others took a different route in trying to
discover Africa anew. They advocated abandoning class and class struggle as frameworks
and guides for analysis and suggested new
concoctions of clientalism, compodorism,
state capitalism and “peoples’ democracy”
as being more appropriate in understanding
the political process in Africa. Like the position, this amounts to considering Africa and
the African society as unique in the world
and, therefore, warranting novel, newly invented ways of understanding it. I disagreed
and disagree with my brothers and sisters
openly. Many were with me.
Another position which emerged from a
paper and general debates was one that put
forward a crude militaristic option for
political change in Africa. A thorough confusion between a “peoples” war of liberation and mere military putsch. This line of
thinking also revealed the inadequate conceptualisation and belief in the power of
organised working people to create fundamental changes and looked, hopefully, at
soldiers without politics as being capable of
leading revolutions. The rich history of armed people’s struggles which have succeeded
in making revolutions since 1917 seems to
escape these brothers.
Of course, there were areas where there
was

was

serious academic discourse from the

bourgeois perspective on the one hand and
the

historical

and

international conference in Yaunde at the
time he

united front of nations such

What I

am pointing out is that some of
problems we faced were not all of AAPS’
making.
Three major sessions took place on the
themes: Mass participation in Development;
Ideologies and Strategies of Development;

the

and

Cultural

and

Communication

in

Development. I attended all the sessions but
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the

national democratic revolutions with the

single aim of marching ahead to a socialist
revolution.
The

imperialist destabilizations of the
independent states, particularly socialist Angola and Mozambique,
seemed to confuse quite a number of scholars
who are easily intimidated by counterSouthern African

revolution. It

was

clear that others believed

that the crisis in Southern Africa

points to

“failures” of socialism instead of viewing the
whole bitter struggle in the general history
of burgeois inspired counter-revolutionary
mechanizations in the revolutions. The Great
October Revolution of 1917, the numerous
murderous and genocidal wars in Korea

(1950s), Vietnam (1960s—1970s) those in
Nicaragua (1970s - 1980s) as well as
Afghanistan 0970s- 1980s) should make it
clear that making socialist revolutions, overthrowing capitalism at its imperialist state,
is not a dinner party. It is bitter struggle to
overthrow capital, it is bitter struggle to build
the new society, it is bitter struggle to defend
the revolution. There is a lot of hope in
Southern Africa, particularly now that the
revolutionary masses in South Africa and
Namibia are daily weakening the ability of
the enemy to govern in the old way. These
were discussed in Plennary sessions, as well
as privately.
The discussions

over

the mass-media and

the

imperialist hegemony in the area was well
canvassed. So were issues relating to processes of mass mobilization of the people for
community work — of the democratic
socialist variety and of the cynically and exploitative capitalist-feudalist varieties.
African petty bourgeois politicians seem
quite able to mobilise the masses for their
continued exploitation! They use “culture”
into the most primitive sense. Cameroon,
Kenya, Malawi, Zaire and many other prototype neo-colonialist states have thrived on
this for quite a while, although revolutionary
awakening of the people through the work
of Marxist-Leninist is beginning to rock the
boats of oppression and plunder.
I could go on and on because there was
a lot that took place and a lot that could have
taken place but did not. In a nutshell, the
conference was a success. It was good but
not

great.

materialist

dialectical

perspective on the other hand. The attempts
by many African petty-bourgeois idealist
“socialists” to vulgarise anti-imperialist

was supposed to be at the AAPS VII
Bi-Annual Conference.

opposition to the scientific recognition of
leading vote of the working class in
alliance with the poor peasants and other
progressive sections of the middle class and
the intelligentsia in the struggle to create truly
in

as

the Non-

pose it as an opposition to scientific socialism were roundly re-

Aligned Movement and

jected. Similarly the moralistic approaches
to socialism which is devoid of political,
ideological and economic content as those
being advocated under the label of
“humanism” in Zambia were also exposed
and rightfully denounced. All these are
varients of the various thoughts that emerge

The Structural-Constitutional Issues at the

General Conference
The

general conference was convened on
May 26: It was charged with a lot of tension
generated by the electioneering for the election of officers and the reports of the incumbent executive. First, the latter.
The reports of the incumbent executive
were presented by the out-going President
Professor Dan Nabudere and the SecretaryGeneral Professor Adele Jinadu. I am sure
the AAPS Newsletter will adequately sum-
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marise the details. I shall
a

only comment on
few issues that emerged.
The deficiencies in the Constitution were

quite clear. All along AAPS has had officers
elected under Article V of the Constitution

when it is quite clear in Article III (2) (b) that
full membership can only be bestowed on

“political scientists of African descent working inside, Africa”. A long of controversy
emerged over the nomination of a hard
working and renowned African scholar now
living in apparent political exile in the United
Kingdom. It also affected another nomination of a similarly placed African scholar
now living and working in the United States
of America. The attempt by the incumbent
officers to persuade the Conference to agree
to the

tools of
tists

analysis the African political scienwhich includes sociologists.
economists, historical lawyers and other professionals committed to politics — are making concerted efforts to clarify to the oppressed and exploited African masses the
causes of their problems and the possible
ways out. Marxism-Leninism is also growing in its acceptance among broad sections
in African political scientists. The future
looks great but the way is long and full of

Zambian

Academic/Diplomat Now Heads

ESAMI

contradictions.
Shadreck Gutto
Member of Executive

AAPS (Zimbabwe) National

Chapter

continuation with this uncostitutional

practice

or to

rush

a

tional Amendment at

favourable Constitua

second’s notice

was

rejected. This was correct. It was, however,
recognised that the AAPS cannot afford to

Eastern and Southern African

Management

Institute (ESAMI)

exclude the large and growing number of
African Political Scientists who are in exile
because of genuine political persecution from

Dr. Kasuka

representation in the Executive. The next Bi-

bia took

Annual in Khartoum, Sudan, will most likely
or should make the appropriate amends.
ecutive said.
I raised the question of the place of national chapters of AAPS in the current constitution and, again, it was clear that the

“founding fathers and mothers” did not
clearly address this issue since AARDEIII
only talks of corporate membership and
defines corporate to include “National
Associations” etc. This has sure caused confusions since many regions confuse national

political science associations

or

societies with

AAPS national

chapters. The Conference
generally agreed with the proposition of the
Zimbabwean delegations that this be corrected. Once the appropriate changes have
been made, the national chapters can then
be represented in the Executive cither individually or through regional representation. This would then strengthen AAPS so
that it is not simply a gathering of “prominent” persons. Wazhted voting will have to
be considered, then, because a national
chapter or representation of a region chosen
by national chapters should not have the
same

individual who represents
herself.

vote as an

himself

or

Apart from these constitutional issues
which

will

entail

certain

structural

ad-

justments, the general conference debated
the statement of accounts at length. The
financial statement that was submitted read
more like an accountant’s shorthand than a
financial report to laypersons. The items
such as “travel” took the larger part of the
allocations and expenditures but no explanations on who travelled, to where. The Executive tried to explain but in the end it was

agreed that clear detailed financial statements
should be given in the future.
The conference was also informed that
AAPS will now have three bank accounts —
in Harare, London and Lagos.

All in all, with or
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without clear scientific

The Eastern and Southern African Management Institute serves as leading specialized

Chief Executive of ESAMI

1

July 1987 from Professor John Okumu
of Kenya who headed ESAMI for 9 years.
Dr Mutukwa has a wealth of managerial and
academic experiences having started his
career as a member of the faculty of the
University of Zambia’where he had served
as Head of the Department of Political and
on

And, suggestions are welcome, so the Ex-

Simwinji Mutukwa from Zam-

over as

pan-African Regional centre of management
development (training, consultancy and
research) for the 18 countries of Eastern and
Southern Africa with particular focus in
Public sector management. Its history dates

tative of Zambia to the UN at a crucial time
in the history of Southern Africa when Zam-

back to 1974 when it

bia served

was

established

as a

body corporate by the original partner state
of the East African Community from which
it grew in 1980 and expanded thereafter to
embrace the region. ESAMI’s principal function is to improve performance and manageeffectiveness

fo

public sector and
private businesses within countries of its serment

vice

area.

SAMI

develops and disseminates new
techniques using its highly
qualified cadre of 34 professionals drawn
almost wholly from the region in such
strategic sectors and areas as financial
management. Business Management;
transport; parastatals management; production and marketing and exports management; women in Development and management; entrepreneurial promotion including
small scale enterprise management; projects
management and human resources management. From modest beginnings, ESAMI is
now a household patent name in management development worldwide. It offers a
viable and realistic option for managers to
receive their training and obtain consultancy services within the region, nearer home
and thus cost effectively and using materials
that are directly relevant. If Africa has to depend on its own exports as has been concluded by our Heads of States at Economic sum-

E

management

mits, then Africa has to turn to its institutions like ESAMI for regional solutions and
exchanges of experiences across countries.

Administrative Studies. Between 1977 and

1981, he

was

Deputy Permanent Represen-

on the Security Council. He participated in various major activities of the
UN system’s political and economic committees. During this time he served as a guest
speaker in a dozen universities and at con-

ferences/seminars. His book

on

the Politics

of the Tanzania-Zambia

Railway Project was
published in Washington in 1979 with a focus
on
the political economy of Regional
Cooperation between Eastern and Southern
Africa of which Tazara was seen as part of
the bridgehead — a prophetic thesis in the
light of contemporary developments involving the birth of SADCC, PTA and the
Frontline states sub-system. He has also
authored several papers on national, regional
and international issues and has participated
in

Presidential Commission in Zambia

a

(1972) and UN Missions on Israeli Settlements in Occupied Territories, as well as
the UN Support to Southern African Student
refugees. Thus, happily he enjoys contacts
in all the countries of Eastern and Southern
Africa. From 1981 to 1985, Dr. Mutukwa
had

a

spell in the international Civil Service

when he worked for the United Nations En-

vironment

Programme (UNEP)

Head-

quarters as Chief of Education and Train-

ing during which he coordinated and promoted global programmes in all regions. He
left the UN in favour of working for a
regional institution which is at the core of
Africa’s development efforts — namely effective management. Dr. Kasuka Mutukwa
joined ESAMI as its Deputy DirectorSAPEM OCTOBER 1987

General in August 1985 and was responsible for co-ordinating and promoting professional effectiveness of the 35 -i- ESAMI ex-

development of social science.

mitted in November, 1986 by
President for Southern Africa

Organize seminars and workshops around
specific themes and in liaison with other
Regions of AAPS and AAPS

Committee should strive to work with all

stitutions that
—

perts and mobilizing basic resources to
achieve ESAMI’s mandate. He also

spearheaded ESAMI’s programme of increasing its activities for Southern Africa

—

with the assistance of the Board.

A

Director-General, he has expressed
his commitment to pursue a corporate

vigorously pursued so as to ensure ESAMI
maintains product leadership in functional
areas of management in Africa. With the
support of Governments and the international community, I believe those goals are
attainable and we are already working to
realize them. Furthermore, deliberate efforts
shall be pursued to ensure that ESAMI continues to complement rather than compete
with national training institutions in their
of competence as part of institutional.
1 know there is a long agenda for action to
arrest the crisis African institutions, but we

areas

equaly determined and resolve to help
optimum performance through human resources development
Africa’s precious and only staniable

are

African institutions achieve
—

resource.

Mutukwa holds the degree of Docof Philosophy (Ph.D) awarded by
Columbia University, New York; M. Phil.

D

r.

tor

(Columbia); M.A. from George Washington
University and a B.A. from the University
of Zambia.

Inaguration of the AAPS Southern Africa
Regional Coordination Committee
Harare: 1-2

August, 1987

1. Introduction

The AAPS Vice President

for Southern

Africa recently

convened a meeting of AAPS
representatives in Southern Africa, with a
view

to establish a strong coordinatory
framework for AAPS activities in the

concerned about the

Continental.
Produce and disseminate publications on
the
basis
of
research
and/or

s

strategy that improves further the performance of ESAMI as well as its facilities and
ensure that ESAMI works more closely with
institutions it services so as to respond readily
to their needs. Specialization and professional development of ESAMI staff shall be

are

—

reading/teaching material for the social
science community, and for the general
readership in our society.
Contribute to the development of the
AAPS Continental through all such
activities.

III. The AAPS Southern Africa

Regional

Coordination Committee
Con venor/Director:
Ibbo Mandaza (Zimbabwe) (Also
AAPS Vice President for Southern

Africa)
Members:
Gilbert

Mundenda

(Zambia) (Also

member of Executive, AAPS)
Ranwedzi Harry Nengwekhulu

other social science groups as well as

with all
parties and groups opposed to apartheid and
supportive of the liberation process effort in
South Africa. The Regional Coordination
Committee hereby calls on those who are interested in the following topics (see V below)
to write either to any of the country coordinators listed above, to their AAPS National Chapters, or to the AAPS Southern
Africa Office, Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant,
Harare, indicating their area of interest and
submitting a detailed research proposal. The
Regional Coordination Committee will then
compile by mid October 1987 a detailed
package of research proposals for submission
copied AAPS Continental — to
selected funding bodies.
—

V. Overall Theme: Problems of

Economic and Political
Southern Africa

Regional
Co-operation in

(Botswana)
Bethuel Setai (Lesotho)
Yusuf Adam (Mozambique)
Nomthetho Simelane (Swaziland)
The above mentioned were present at the in-

augural meeting in Harare, but it is intended to find representatives from the other

are a number of research coordinators
who will be responsible for the respective
broad research topics under the overall
theme: Problems of Regional Economic and:
Political Cooperation in Southern Africa:

There

—

countries of Southern Africa: Malawi and

Tanzania; and also Namibia and South
Africa. The AAPS Zimbabwe National

—

it was decided that there would be close
liaison with the Directors of such Research
Institutes as the Zimbabwe Institute of

Development Studies (ZIDS) the Institute of
Southern African Studies (ISAS), the Centre for African Studies, Maputo, the IDS Dar
es
Salaam, and the UN Institute for
Namibia, Lusaka. Some of the Directors of
these Institute have already responded
positively. Obviously, there will be close
liaison with Social Science Departments in
all institutions of Higher learning, particularly the Universities.
IV

Establishment

Africa’s

of

AAPS

The Problem of Transition in South
Africa: From Apartheid to National
Liberation (and After).
The Frontline States and Political

Development In the Sub-Region, Ineluding South African Destabilization
and Prospects for Political Unity on the

Chapter was hailed as a model for other National Chapters in the making. In addition,

—

Basis of the Frontline/SADCC States.
SADCC and PTA: various projects

covering the various sectors: Transport
Energy, Agriculture and Food Security. Rural Development, Industrialization,

and
etc.
—

Social Movements:

including the Labour
Movement, Women’s Rights and Law
and Human Rights

The Southern African Political and
Economic Monthly (SAPEM) edited by Ibbo Mandaza, will be initially funded from
the AAPS Southern Africa Fund but will

Southern

ultimately become self-sustaining under the

Regional Coordination Office in

broader Publication Series called the
Southern African Political Economy Series

Harare

sub-region.

AAPS Vice
(and copied
to AAPS Secretary General). Also, it was
resolved that the Regional Coordination

The

(SAPES). Both SAPES and SAPEM should

Objectives
The main objectives of the Regional Coor-

sidered and

contribute significantly towards the development of African Social Science in the sub-

dination Committee will be to

establishment of an office in Harare. The office will also be responsible for the administration of the African Journal of
Political Economy (AJOPE) and the
Southern African Political and Economic

11.

—

Establish in every country

region
—

a
Promote

of the subNational Chapter of AAPS.
and encourage the generation of

research activities in the field of social

science but with particular
the political, economic
—

reference to
and social
developments in the sub-region.
Liaise with all individuals, groups and in¬
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Regional Coordination Committee conapproved a Programme of Activities for the 1987/88; and this included the

Monthly (SAPEMJThese activities are to be

of
US$70,000 that was provided by SAREC for
1987/88 on the basis of an application subfinanced

from

an

initial small grant

region, seeking to

that the various
reach publication
stage. They should provide in forum for
debate and analyses of key issues in our
societies and thereby also enhance scholarship and build a bridge between intellectuals
research

and the

ensure

programmes

mass

base.
l.M.
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INTERVIEW

An Interview with Joe

Slovo,

A Reproduction
terview of Joe

of the ZBC/ZTV Guest of the Week InSlovo, Secretary General of the South
African Communist Party, by Mike Munyati, Broadcast
on ZTV, Harare
May 1987.
ed it. So I think this is not

just a recent
phenomenon — it is something which is
deeply rooted in our history and it represents
the two most important mainstreams of the
South African reality which is class and nation, the class struggle and the national struggle. The relationship between the two has
given birth on the one hand, to a national
movement and on the other, a working class
movement with a political vanguard at the
head of it.

QUESTION: To what extent is the South
African Communist Party a result of internal contradictions, because the claim is, (and
this is a popular claim by western academics
and apologists), that communists are exporting revolution and that in fact the Communist Party itself is an offshoot of the
Bolshevik movement?

QUESTION: Tonight we’re going to be
looking at the situation in South Africa
which, unlike the most African countries, has
within it not only a national liberation movement but also a Communist Party. We will
be talking to Comrade Joe Slovo who has
Just resigned from his post as Chief of Staff
of Umkhonto we Sizwe to work for the
Communist Party full-time.
Out of a situation of extreme racism such
as South Africa one is struck by the irony
of a Communist Party emerging, one would
expect to see it in more liberal settings.
Would you like to explain how it emerged?
JOE SLOVO: There

are a

number of

com-

plex historical reasons among the most important of which is that we have a very
strong, powerful and mature working class,
which has over many decades engaged in
struggle as a working class. Therefore it is
understandable that a party which claims to
represent the political aspirations of that
class should arise. Of course our party is over
65 years old now and has played a very important role, not only in relation to the
aspirations of that working class as a class,
but as part of the general drive towards
liberation. I think

we can

claim credit for

number of very important advances
in the struggle generally in South Africa. For
the last 50 years we have been perhaps the
only real non-racist political party. It was our
party which first, in the late twenties, advanced the idea of majority rule. This was
quite

even
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a

before the national movement embrac¬

SLOVO: Well, of course, like socialists and
communists

everywhere, the communists in
were inspired by the victory of

South Africa

the first work estate in the October Revolution. The defence of that state and the support we have received from that state, not

only

as

communists but

as a

national

move-

ment, has endeared the Soviet Union not on-

ly to the Communist Party but to the peopie generally. But basically we are very much
an indigenous force. I know we are accused
of being puppets of external powers but we
have applied the theories of Marxism and
Leninism as they should be applied, we
believe. And that is not as a dogma, not as
a following of models in other places but as
tool related to our own condition, and our
theoretical, ideological and practical contribution historically will show this.

co-opting the white working class, which they
did from about 1924 onwards. From then

it could be said, the white working class
became, and continues to be, an appendage
of the dominant white ruling class.
on,

QUESTION: An important strategy that the
Communist Party adopted was allying itself
to the national movement. Could you tell us
why this was necessary and what the nature
of the alliance is?
SLOVO:

Well, we believe that the main construggle at the moment is national
liberation not socialism. And this requires an
alliance across the board of all patriots, of
all groups among the oppressed who support
the idea, in a genuine sense, of national
tent of the

liberation. And therefore we believe that the
main force which can lead this process across
the board, is a national movement and that
national movement is the ANC. Therefore,

representing the working people, the majority of whom are black, we believe that it is

important for

us to work together for that
national movement; because in reality, in
relation to the immediate objectives of our

revolution, there is

no

fundamental dif-

ference between the two organisations. We
have no hidden agenda, we say that in the

long

socialist South
struggle at the
moment should be premised on the acceptance of this but we stand, in the long run,
run we

stand for

a

Africa. We don’t think the

for

socialist South Africa. The ANC is not
on this question and asks people who
want to take part in the struggle to accept
a

vocal

a

basically the elements of the Freedom
Charter, which we accept. And therefore I
would say that the basis of our alliance is
complete accord on the immediate objective

QUESTION: But nonetheless, the South
African Communist Party has failed to appeal to the white working class. Would you
say this is a result of the circumstances the
white working class finds itself in, or how
else would you characterise it?
SLOVO: Well unfortunately it is a fact of
our history that although the white working
class in the early century, played quite a prominent role in stimulating the growth of
socialist ideas at a time when they were the
only working class in South Africa, when the

of the revolution which is liberation. I would
like to add that we as communists have made

blacks

came

into the towns after the First

World War they

began to compete and were
exploited as cheap labour. The bosses realised the only way they could survive was by

contribution not only to spreading the
socialist ideology, but also to creating within
the national movement what we believe to
be a correct understanding of what real
a

liberation

means. For us, real liberation in
South Africa is not just putting a cross on

ballot paper every 5 years,

real liberation
readjustment in the ownership of
wealth of the country. If you look at the conquest and its consequences for 300 years, it
has placed in the hands of the ruling white
minority 99.9Vo of the country’s productive
a

means a

wealth. We cannot even conceive of liberation without moving eventually towards a
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society where this wealth is returned to the
people. And we can say with pride revolutionary nationalism that we have been able,
in time, to get as communists that it has been
our ideological contribution to across this
concept of liberation.
QUESTION: You have radicalised the

Umkhonto we Sizwe as a result of pressure
the ANC to shed its communist alliance,
and your resignation is heralding the comon

plete schism between the two movements.
People say that this is a condition that Shultz
probably put before Comrade Tambo during their meeting.

na-

tionalist movement?

SLOVO: First of all, let me make a correction.

SLOVO: We have helped radicalise. We can
also say that individual communists who
became leaders of the ANC have played a

important role in building that
organisation.
very

QUESTION: Joe, you say you feel that this
stage of the revolution is the national
democratic revolution. I thought this is
where one of the conflicts between the more
Marxist-Leninist inclined interpretors and
those who are purely Africanist has arisen.
They claim that they characterise the situation in South Africa as one of colonialism
whereas the SACP and the ANC

ing,

were

say-

it’s not. But I understand now that
you are saying it is actually a question of nano,

tional liberation.
SLOVO: In fact it was our party that in its
1962 programme pioneered the description
of South Africa as being a state of internal
colonialism and this is the basis of our

approach.

QUESTION: And what is the nature of the
membership of both parties, the SACP and
the ANC? How do you operate?
SLOVO: Well, I am a member of the Communist Party and the ANC and I’ve been in
this position for quite some time, so there
is no conflict in being a member of both.

Again,

have to study our history to
relationship between the two
parties is not as people suggest, a sort of
manipulative endeavour by the communists
to create a broad front. In fact, let me give
you the example of myself — even as General
Secretary of the Communist Party, I’m a
you

realise that the

member of the National Executive Committee. I

regard myself as being subject completely to the democratic decisions of the
ANC in my capacity as a member of the
ANC. I don’t come there with voting cattle,
1 don’t come there to manipulate, to caucus
that is one sure way of destroying a mass
organisation, trying to undermine its creativity. I am there as a person, as a communist
and as a person who believes in revolutionary
nationalism to make my contribution. The
reason why the relationship between the two
organisations is so close is the exact opposite
of what people allege and that is, it is precisely because non-communists like Tambo who
had experience of working with communists
over decades have experienced a relationship
which is absolutely respectful of the integrity and internal democratic processes of the
...

Resignation isn’t precisely the correct

word. The Central Committee of

our

Par-

ty, after I was elected as General Secretary,
made an application to the National Executive Committee of the ANC to relieve me
from that duty because of the burden which
I

was

accepting

not

as

General Secretary of

the Party. After some period of time and
continued requests from the Central Committee of our Party it was agreed. This is not
unusual

occurence and has a precedent
history. Before me, Moses Mabhida
was General Secretary and at the time he was
elected he was Secretary of the ANC’s
Revolutionary Council, the highest body
dealing with internal struggle. Again in his
case application was made for him to be
released from that position of Secretary of
the Revolutionary Council for him to concentrate on his duties as the chief public officer of a political organisation. I think there

an

in

our

is another factor which hasn’t been mentioned. As Chief of Staff of Umkhonto we

Sizwe, I was number three in the military
headquarters and subject to the military
orders of the Commander and Political
Commissar. It is rather an anomolous position for a person who is head of a political

organisation which is in alliance with the
ANC to be subject to the military orders, as
I would have to be, and military discipline
of my senior officers. However the speculation that is going round is inevitable. I think
it is a case of the wish being the father to the
thought. And it’s really part of the process
of attempting to create the cleavage between
the ANC and the Party. But I think those
of us who are involved, our people and our
members,

are

well

never

been

case.

I remain

as

aware

solid
a

that the alliance has

it is today. And in any
member of the political —
as

military council and I remain a member of
a military struggle in
the strict sense of the term, it is a political
struggle which includes military means. The
highest body, the highest direction, as is the
case everywhere in people’s liberation struggles, are the political organs. And I am there,
and I hope will continue to be there at the
top political organs under which the military
headquarters serves and which gives the
military headquarters its direction and its
the NEC. Ours is not

stragegy.
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misinformation in that

more

QUESTION: But do you think they are trying to set the scene for increased consultation leading to actual negotiations in South
Africa? What is the significance of the
Shultz-Tambo meeting?
SLOVO: The

significance of the Shultzmeeting is that it’s a measure of the
growing strength of the ANC. The State
Department explained the meeting by saying
it’s pretty obvious, on examining the scene
in South Africa, that although they don’t accept the ANC as the sole adversary of the
apartheid regime, no solution will come
about without the ANC. The meeting, and
other meetings of that sort, are a recognition

Tambo

of the fact that the ANC has moved from

being just an agitational opposition to
becoming a possible alternative power.
But in relation to the Party, there’s
another problem. 1 believe the West generally
has lost its confidence in Botha’s capacity to
save the situation for capitalism and for the
West. At the same time, they are terribly
frightened of what they see to be the real
alternative, and that is the ANC, because of
its radical postures. Of course the participation of the Party in the alliance is part of
what they consider to be radical posture.
Therefore in their endeavour to try to achieve
their objectives they would like to see
negotiations between the regime and the
ANC, but they would like to see the negotiations between the regime and a very different
ANC from what it is today. I am afraid, or
rather I’m convinced, that all these sjjeculation and campaigns will be disappointed.
QUESTION: Joe,

one reason

why the West

has had to contend with the ANC is the fact
that there’s a revolution going on in South

Africa

on

the military front and

on

the

labour front, on the social front. But one is
also left with a sense of a bottomless pit. The
alternatives are so far apart — the Afrikaner
won’t give in to the alternative, but, because

of the system of oppression, the people won’t
give in either and one sees a bottomless pit
of struggle. How do you see the South
African situation coming to some finality?
SLOVO: In part you are right,
bottomless pit. To be realistic

a

but it’s not
we must ac-

cept that we face

a protracted struggle
against a powerful enemy. But there is absolutely no doubt about the fact that the
situation in the past three years has created
possibilities which are maturing by the day
and which could bring about a far quicker

transformation than the statistics suggest.
We believe that although they have not
matured

QUESTION: But there is no doubt that the
likes ofRonald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher would like to see the ANC drifting more
away from the South African Communist
Party?

national movement.

QUESTION: Observors have taken your
resignation from being Chief of Staff of

and
direction.
more

SLOVO: I think they would very much like
to see that. They are putting more and more
pressure

in that direction and spelling out

completely, the basic ingredients of
call a revolutionary situation are
beginning to accumulate: crisis at the top on
the other side; fragmentation; division; a
what

we

mass

movement

which has

never

been

as

poweful as it is today; people unready to accept the continuation of being governed by
apartheid. And the emergence on the ground
(and this is perhaps the most important factor in our situation) of national movements
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like UDF,

trade union giants like COSATU,

people’s committees which have sprung up
in all the urban

areas

and which in

a sense

of future people’s power.
So, although there is a blanket of silence over
what is going on at the moment, there is no
doubt about the fact that all these energies
are accumulating. It seems to me that Allan
Boesak had the right phrase when he said in
Cape Town a few days ago, “this resistance
that is going on at every level,’’ (and he
pointed to the enemy), “is going to wear you
down.’’ We are convinced that they can be
worn down. We are convinced that just as
are

the embryos

the comrades in Frelimo couldn’t have said
in ’73 that they would be in Maputo in ’75,
and the same with the comrades in MPLA,
the situation in

our case

also has within it

the ingredients of an assault, a combination
of political-military activity which can lead
to

destruction.

But

it

is

not

an

easy

perspective.
QUESTION: What is the significance of
Botha trying to hold elections prematurely?
Do you think that after these elections there
will be any qualitative change either in the

of the oppression or in the nature of
reforms?
nature

SLOVO: 1 believe basically that the declaration of elections was an attempt, once again,
to assert the primacy of white politics. In the
run-up to the elections the events internally
and the impact externally were moving away

from this sham white parliament, this
unrepresentative tricameral institution. We
believe that, combined with the blanket of
silence imposed, the holding of the election
was

designed to divert attention

away

from

the

struggle and to reassert the proposition
which is inherent in all racial thinking — that
the future of the country will be determined
by white politics.
QUESTION: The South Africans recently
attacked Livingstone and, as is typical of
their attacks, they tend to hurt the citizens

of the Frontline States rather than what they
purport to be lookingfor. Why do you think
Botha did this in the run-up to the elections?

deep trouble, and when
bullyboy like Botha is in trouble, he hits
out. This has been the history of the way in
which South Africa has related to the
Frontline States. They have continuously attempted to export their problems by murder
and mayhem in the surrounding areas,
through the bandit armies and, now and
again, through direct attack by their military
forces. Specially at this moment, a short time
before the elections, it is not surprising and
we had been forecasting that Botha would
engage in this kind of action and will probably continue to do so. He has to
SLOVO: Botha is in
a

demonstrate to his backward,

primitive,

racist constituency that he is a strongman
who can deal with the surrounding states and
the opposition inside the country. One of the
indications of the crisis which faces the

regime is that it has completely failed in its
co-optive reform strategy. The kind of com-
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bination of external and internal aggression
with political strategies which were in
evidence five
there.

or

ten years ago are no

Today all Botha

can

do is not

longer
govern

the people but occupy them. All he can do
in relation to the neighbours on his border
is threaten and bully. Therefore I believe we
be ready, more and more, for that kind
of activity by the racists in South Africa.
must

QUESTION: On the political front in the internal situation, it appears that although one
senses some form ofcontrol over what is taking place, there also seems to be a lot of
spontaneity. The spontaneity seems to be due
to the amount of people involved in South
Africa, much more than before. But some
measure of control, direction and orchestration

can

be introduced into the situation.

What is the ANC and the SACP
take more control of events?

doing to

what

happens in Mozambique is destabilising Zimbabwe), there can be no real basis for
being able successfully to test.
I have absolutely no doubt that given
peace, stability and given non-interference
from the outside world, socialism is obviously the most rational way of people to order
their lives. People who usually make this
allegation — the Bothas, the Thatchers, the
Reagans — are the very ones who have seen
to it that these countries don’t emerge from
the kind of underdevelopment and economic
backwardness which they themselves were
responsible for creating, and we must bear
that in mind.

QUESTION: This is a factor external to the
revolution, if we can now turn to factors one
could say were internal to the revolution.
What lesson can be drawn from a Communist

Party and a national liberation
operating in tandem, because
some parties in the African revolution have
attempted to fuse both — a mass movement
and within it the advanced carars, the
movements

SLOVO: The mark of every volatile revolutionary situation is that it begins to generate
more and more spontaneous and semisontanteous elements. When you are in a
situation in which ordinary people become
inspired with the need to do something and
sit around in their back yard and say what
shall we do today, and go ahead and do it
that is a positive feature of the situation,
not a negative one. But as you correctly say,
the task of leadership is to harness this spontaneity, to organise it, to give it content, to
supply it with logistics, and this exactly what
our movement is attempting to do. The ANC
is concentrating all its efforts to try to lend,
shape, organise direction to the very positive
spontaneous and semi-spontaneous elements
w'hich are being generated continuously in

socialist and Marxist-Leninists. I know it

might not have been deliberate on your part,
circumstances forced you into it, but what
advantage in the long-term do you think you
will derive from this?

—

this situation.

SLOVO: As I said, we do not believe in
models. The existence of the two organisations and our conditions has its roots in our
own historical reality. It does not follow that
you cannot achieve an advance towards
socialism in some other way in countries with
a

different tradition and different historical

background. So, I wouldn’t suggest that our
formula should be mechanically adopted
everywhere. It is something for indigenous
revolutionaries to decide in the circumstances

QUESTION: Joe, one criticism — really
apologism on the part of either anticommunist Africans, nationalists and even
the West itself — has socialism ever worked
in Africa? They cite Mozambique and
Angola and other cases where brave people
in difficult circumstances have attempted a
non-capitalist road, but still have come up
against problems. Why hasn’t the African
revolution surfaced and achieved concrete
results which we can point to and use against
these apologists?
SLOVO: I think the real question is, has it
been given a chance to prove itself? All the

examples which you have mentioned,
Mozambique and Angola, have not had a
day of peace from the moment their flags
were raised in their countries. Not only did
they inherit a distorted economy and conspiracies from the previous times, we know
they have been infested with bandit armies
and there is no way that you can build any
socio-economic system on a permanent,
stable basis in these war conditions. In relation to the rest of southern Africa, Zimbabwe has the long-term perspective of mov-

ing towards socialism. It has been proclaimed
by ZANU. But in conditions at the moment,
with the South African regime destabilising
the whole of the sub-continent, (because

they face

which is the best way forward?
believe that the existence of
these two organisations representing in a
complementary way different facets of an interdependent struggle is absolutely vital, not
only for the struggle at the moment, but for
making sure that the revolution in the end
will not be hijacked by exploiters with black
faces. It’s a very important objective, that
we are trying to achieve the avoidance of that
In

our

—

case, we

outcome.

QUESTION: Do you think that it is possible for any liberation movement to bypass
the capitalist state immediately upon assuming national liberation?
SLOVO: I don’t think that on the day

the
flag flies over Union Buildings in
Pretoria, as it will pretty soon, that we will
be already in a socialist state. I don’t believe
you can polevault into socialism. Many
socialist countries in Asia and Europe that
have attempted to do this have recognised
that it is not easy as all that. Once power is
achieved in a real democracy in South
Africa, we believe that conditions must be
created then for the movement, continuous
movement, towards a socialist form of society which won’t necessarily be decided on the
streets, but in debate, if there is real

ANC
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democracy. Therefore we must look upon
the building of socialism not as a cliche, not
as a slogan, because after the revolution, you
don’t only bake slogans, you have to bake
bread. In order to bake bread you must ensure these enormous leaps forward don’t actually destroy the people’s expectations
which

were

raised when you

mobilised them

in support of the revolution. So we believe
in socialism but we don’t believe it can be

introduced by a

magic wand. It is

a

revolu-

tionary process requiring a phased approach
and there’s no doubt that, for example, in

period immediately following a victory
by the liberation alliance in South Africa,

the

there will be
a

some

kind of mixed economy,

place for black and white, those who have

shed racism and

prepared to accept complete majority rule. This does not apply to
the monopolies, to the vast wealth which is
now in the hands of such a few people,
because without redistributing that wealth
are

there is no way in which the people’s liberation expectations can be met.
SLOVO: There’s no doubt that with the
liberation of South Africa, southern Africa,
for a start, will begin to breathe the air of

liberation which it cannot do as long as it is
faced with this destabilising threat which is

actively engaged, in the

I have describa real
people’s power in South Africa will have an
effect not only on southern Africa but on the
whole of the African continent. After all, it
jnost developed part of our continent
enormous potential to ensure that
jjj Africa, can begin in the material sense
jjy collaborating in peace and harmony to
way

ed, against these states. I believe that

future, which

create our own

we are not

allowed to do at the moment,

and we were told communists were monsters,
inhuman and different from the normal person,

I understand you are, or were, a mar-

ried

man

no

and also have

different to

anyone

a daughter and
else.

are

SLOVO: Well, it is part

of the comic book
image which unfortunately is spread about
communists and many people get brainwashed by it — that they are KGB agents,
monsters, people with horns and so on. But,
if you look at the history of communists in
our country, they include some of the most
eminent, civilised, advanced sons and
daughters of our soil, both white and black.
One only has to imagine a man like Bram
Fischer, people like Govan Mbeki, and that
kind of illusion which is spread, that kind
of calumny can be dismissed for what it is
part of the vast armoury of anticommunist propaganda which the establish—

QUESTION: Finally, Joe, most of my
viewers were brought up under the colonial
regime that existed, both black and white.

ment
to

in South Africa and the West continues

propagate.
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policy enunciated by the UDI regime have
not been abandoned; if anything, they
should not be abandoned. Instead, they
should be extended beyond the interests of
the white community to embrace the interests
of Zimbabwe as a whole. This, of course,
would have serious implications for land
ownership and agrarian relations. Thomas
D. Shopo contends that the problem of •
hunger in Zimbabwe, for example, is intimately linked with the agrarian question.
Lloyd M. Sachikonye and Brian Raftopoulos both examine various aspects of the
Labour Movement in the fourth part of the
book. Sachikonye’s “State, Capital and
Trade Unions”

Ibbo

Mandaza, a Zimbabwean political
economist, and a member of the Public Ser-

degenerate into the corrupt, wasteful, inefficient and unproductive economy as some

vice Commission in Zimbabwe, has not let
his public responsibilities detract him from
commitment to scholarship. In this book,

of its other African cousins.

which he has authored with several young
scholars from Zimbabwe, an attempt is made
to see how Zimbabwe’s historical legacies

Masipula Sithole’s “The General Elections,
1979- 1985” in this same part tells the story
of how ZANU and ZAPU have battled it out
in the struggle to form governments in this

during the last six years .
device programs of socioeconomic development. Central to these attempts is the effect by Zimbabweans to
manage their own affairs and to design institutions of government that will provide the
framework for processes of socio-economic
development in which the fundamental rights
of man are respected and the individual is
given unfettered opportunities to contribute
to the public good.
The book is divided into five parts. Part

period of transition. Although the role of the
white community appears, in this narrative,
more-or-less as “an act within an act”, one
suspects that, even within ZANU (PF), the

One deals with the “Politics” of Zimbabwe.
In this part Ibbo Mandaza discusses “The

spects”, Theresa Chimombe’s “Foreign
Capital”, and Daniel Ndlela’s “Problems of
Industrialisation: Structural and Policy

have
.

.

shaped

.

.

.

her attempts to

State and Politics in the Post-White Settler
Colonial Situation”, making the important

point that while the liberation struggle foreed both the Smith Regime and the British
Government to call for

a

negotiated settle-

in Lancaster, these adversaries of
African nationalism were not prepared to
ment

“grant independence” on terms dictated to
by the nationalists. If anything, Lancaster provided an opportunity for a compromise among the contending forces, and
the compromise was found in a formula that
preserved the settler-dominated, imperialismsupported Zimbabwean economy while enfranchising the Africans and allowing them
to produce a governing class at the political
level. Radical rhetoric notwithstanding, the
leading “politicos” and the intellectual class
in Zimbabwe are committed to building a
capitalist society. The main worry now is
whether they will be able to manage it efficiently and effectively so that it does not
them
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comes to a

conclusion that

analysts of the labour movement in
Africa have come to: workers are highly surbordinated to capital through the aegis of the
state. Quite often, even their day-to-day participation in “union affairs” is orchestrated
by the state.
The final part of the book on “Social
Development” has three essays: Rungano
Zvobgo on “Education and the Challenge of
most

Independence”, Samuel Agere’s “Progress
and Problems in the Health Care Delivery

influence. One needs

System”, and Joyce Kazembe on “The
Women Issue”. All are “a must” for those

beyond the appearances of elections
and look into the real world of power (or

interested in “Human Resources Development” in Zimbabwe. No wonder they

class) struggle to see what role the economic

logically follow after Raftopoulos’s foregoing essay on “Human Resources Develop-

whites do have

some

to go

power of white settlers is playing in all this.
The part dealing with the economy com-

essays: Xavier M. Kadhani’s
“The Economy: Issues, Problems and Pro-

prises three

and the Problem of Labour
Utilisation”.
This book on Zimbabwe, the second of its
kind in the CODESRIA (Council for the
ment

Development of Economic and Social
Research in Africa) book series, has no

Issues”. In

as much as these essays are very
informative and lucidly written, they raise

doubt set “a standard” for those that are to

questions which ought to induce scholars to
carry out more indepth research into the
political economy of independent Zimbabwe. The essay on “Foreign Capital”, for
example, gives us an appetite for wanting to

working

know

more

follow. We

only hope that other CODESRIA

groups

in other African countries
his colleagues

will surpass what Ibbo and
have done in Zimbabwe.

Peter

about the role of multinational

Anyang’ Nyong’o
African

corporations in the Zimbabwean economy
which can only be satisfied by a more ambitious piece of work.

of

Academy
Science, Nairobi

Part Three is on “The Agrarian Question”.
Sam Moyo’s “The Land Question” poses the
kind of critical questions that any student of

agrarian change in post-colonial Africa
should be concerned with whatever country
is being studied (see, in particular, p. 167).
Clever Mumbengegwi, discussing “Continuity and Change in Agricultural Policy”, contends that the objectives of agricultural

*This

book

can

be ordered in Harare either from

Kingstons Bookshop, Grassroots Books

or

the editor

Southern African Political and Economic Monthly,
MP 111,

Box

Mount Pleasant, Harare.
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ART AND CULTURE

and the

Cultural Boycott
Frontline States
Chenjerai Hove

The author is

Basics of Cultural Boycott
Revolutions are fought on many fronts,
of these is obviously the cultural.

and
No
without winning the

one

revolution can be won
cultural revolution because in it

are

the feel-

ings, emotions, attitudes and aspirations of
a people. Without changing the attitudes and
aspirations of a people in revolutionary
struggle, no truly revolutionary change is going to occur. These are the crucial elements
of any revolution, and any cultural boycott
of a country has certain assumptions of what
it tries to achieve.
First let me briefly

outline what the basics

of the cultural boycott of South Africa are.
A cultural boycott of the racist monster

severing all cultural contact with
African society. This means no
academic, from any of the racist society’s institutions can participate in any of the
means

South

seminars and conferences in the frontline
states.

Researchers

from

universities,

a

renowned Zimbabwean Novelist and Poet

gle of the progressive forces in that country.
Take, for instance, Yvonne Chakachaka’s
Thank You Mr. DJ, Umqombothi and the
popular I Am In Love with The DJ which
cannot in any way conscientize anybody for
any struggle except enhance the seed of
cultural domination and sexualism

as

pro-

pounded by capitalist societies. Further,

no
records should be made available in the
frontline states if their

origin is South Africa

if their origin is any one of the performers
who have not successfully resisted the multimillion dollar Sun City deals. Of course,
there is Graceland and Buwa to think about
in all this confusion.
In the book trade, publishers of any type
of publication may not export books to
South Africa. I suppose this is supposed to
or

affect, and damage too, the spread of
technology to South Africa. Knowledge, information and

technological advancement

of the tools which the racist regime
has been able to use to prop its apartheid
are some

research institutions and other official organs
of the regime cannot be permitted to attend

pillars.

conferences and seminars in the frontline
states. This deprives them of any knowledge
of research carried out by scholars in the

ANC and Cultural Boycott

frontline states, and, indeed, the rest of
Africa. Why have access to knowledge which
can be used in the pursuit and perpertuation
of the system of torture, resentment and
distortion.

recently the African National
Congress has shared a platform with the socalled progressive boers from the racist
regime, and this may not fit too well in the
cultural boycott. And the church men too
have had their day, let alone the white-

Secondly, the boycott means no publication from South Africa would be reproduc-

dominated National Union of South African
Students with their student politics.

of the frontline states. This means
publishers in the frontline states would not
be allowed to enter into sub-lease publishing
agreements with any publishers in South

While I am entirely for the total cultural
boycott of the regime and all its already
beleaguered institutions and tentacles, I tend
to see the temptations and concerns of the

Africa. No South African novels, poems,

frontline states’ cultural institutions. In a
blanket cultural boycott, the fighting

ed in any

plays

or any

documents would be made

available in the frontline states, and the
reverse is true as well: no frontline publication would be published in the racist socie-

ty. This has its own interesting sides as well,
and I will endeavour to discuss these later on.

Of course,

elephants and the grass situation does arise.
My understanding of the apartheid system
is that it is fraught with weaknesses, and that
is its vulnerability. Remember the banning
of the book about horses? A book about

simply banned for the sole reason
being
beautiful, and the censor’s racial eye could
not resist, after a quick glance, the temptation to ban Black Beauty. If the South
African censor is not such a good reader,
then I strongly believe some progressive
horses was

Music for Cultural
Domination
of the
boycott of
South Africa is the music industry, especially
when most radio and television stations play
popular hits from South Africa: worthless
hits which have nothing to do with the strug¬
It is

areas

interesting to note that

that its title alluded to blacks and

of interest in the cultural
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one

works

can

be infiltrated into the system,

especially if they are wrapped in false covers.
If a progressive literary work is entitled

something like A Book of Flowers and Pot
Plants, I am sure the apartheid censor, semiliterate as he is, would not dream that there
was anything sinister. And so the struggle
continues through exploiting the weaknesses,
the tragic flaws of the system.

Role of the DJs
Although economically the muscle of the
regime would harm the South Africans
as well as the Frontline States, it is the level
racist

of sacrifice which the frontline states should
look at. There

are areas

where alternatives

being worked out, and with the necessary
support from the regime’s trade partners,
sanctions, as a whole, would definitely go a
long way towards crippling the regime. But
unfortunately the monster has and will
always share the blood of its victims with its
friends. And it is said once you have tasted
are

the blood of innocence from the hands of the

monster, it is difficult to stop. But definitely there is more which the Frontline states
can
do, especially about their cultural
dependence on South Africa. The temptations are vast: tecnmcally well-made videos
from the regime, a few shiny trinkets in the
form of cheap motor vehicles and colour
televisions, well-recorded musical records,
etc. And our DJs are tempted to slot in those
videos even if they may not be supportive of
the struggle in that country. We have reached a point where broadcasting stations
should consciously select and broadcast only those cultural goods which are pertinent
in supporting the struggle in South Africa.
The Yvonne Chakachakas and the Phiris

singing about their agonies of sexual advenworthless misdemeanors must be
shelved for ever. To broadcast artists who

tures and

pretend that nothing socially and politically
significant is happening in South Africa is
to play to the tune of commercially-oriented
producers whose sole concern is the Rand,
and not the people of South Africa and the
political wounds seen daily on their faces.

Role of the Writers
As for

books, again selective cultural em-

33

tions. Those victims of apartheid must be

bargo should be instituted in order that those
voices which have been and still continue to
be. victims of the South African regime
should not be victims of the Frontline States
as well. There are poets and novelists in
South Africa who have

given

hearing as they condemn the system
from within with the same eloquence heard
from those exiled sons and daughters of the
system. The rrontline states have given
physical refuge to exiles, but still they can
continue to give some form of spiritual
refuge to those progressives who physically

languished for years

apartheid, and these
frontline states. To
live under apartheid is no crime, but to collaborate or to enjoy the benefits of apartheid
in any form is to commit a horrendous crime.
under the heavy whip of
should be heard by the

a

remain in South Africa,

When all is said and done, a

i

selective

cultural boycott is a viable alternative to con-

Writers and other artists who

sider, with the frontline governments com-

resist while

piling a register of those artists who may be
given access of facilities in the frontline
states. And that would have to be a wellvetted list which does not depend on the

continue to
living under the yoke of apartheid
have a story to tell to the world, a story of
the people suffering daily under the
nightmare of the apartheid laws and condi-

whims of the regime through its
machinations.
Record companies and their distribution
channels would have to be updated with the
selected list so that our people do not continue to support the pastures of the regime

would apply to
Often an
offenche, in either music or sport, has been
pardoned after a sarcastic apology to some
international organisation. But that apology
must be justified by complete repentance in
the form of donating the multi-million
dollars to some special fund towards South
indirectly.

The

same

booksellers and music promoters.

African liberation.

OBITUARY
Dambudzo Marechera
Monday August 17 saw the departure of
Zimbabwe’s most

passionately committed
writer, Dambudzo Marechera. Passionately
committed, not to the politics and social
issues which most writers see as the flesh and
bones of their writing life, but to his own uni-

feature highly on the mental and emotional
landscape of both Zimbabwe and Africa,
With him are the likes of Christopher

Okigbo, that Nigerian poet whose youthful
vision left so much discussion long after

-Jf
Okigbo had died. To Marechera, we can only
pay our tribute through a passionate dedication to both the craft of writing and our
society as exemplified by him. C. Hove

lifestyle and his writing. Dambudzo was
intensely busy, living his ‘arnarchic
vision’, as he often put it. ‘Society reminds
me of prison bars’, he always said.
que

a man

So Marechera lived his vision to its end.
A vision which the reader sees in

all his

Black Sunlight and
Mindblast. We can safely say his death was
even a protest, a departure from ‘this house
of hunger’ which reminded him of prison
and prison bars. In his day, Marechera
despised all conformists, for he saw society
works: House of Hunger,

as one

vast arena

of deceit and pretence.

For Zimbabwe, Marechera showed what
the life of a writer is all about: miserable,

lonely, unrecognized and discarded. Even
friends and foes alike, all they had was notions of what a writer’s life was all about.
Although he wanted to bring this message
home to Zimbabwean society, it was hard for
Zimbabweans to understand his passionate
commitment to his vision. So the very same
‘society’ declared him‘insane’, following the
path British society had done earlier on.
In the minds of many, even those who
disagreed with him, Marechera will be
known and remembered for his passionate
search for versions of truth and freedom only
defined by himself, nothing less. Even for
those who held to their own opposite views
to Marechera’s, there is no doubt that the
intensity with which he envisioned his life
and the whole world made him an individual
of rare commitment and talent.
And so, we can only recognise the merit
of a talented, great mind which refused to
be anything else except what it saw in the
essence of things. Marechera was himself,
and his works will, for a long time to come.
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NOIE lO OONIRIBUnXS
SAPEM has

planned its next five issues so
build an institutional base after which
the kind of contributions will determine the
themes of subsequent issues. SAPEM is inas to

augurated around the question of “Sanctions
Against South Africa?”, and the rest is as
follows:
November:

Mozambique in the Context of

Conflict in Southern Africa
December: Politics and Ideology in
Southern Africa (Including the South
African
National
Liberation

Movement)
January: Towards African Social
Science

February 1988: The Problems of Regional
Political and Economic Cooperation:
A Review of the Frontline States,
SADCC and PTA.
SAPEM invites contributions around these
and other themes: well prepared contribu-

tions should reach us a month before date
of publication: in other words, articles for
the November issue should be submitted by
the end of September, those for December

by the end of October and those for January
1988 by the end of November.
SAPEM will also carry news of past and
forthcoming Social Science conferences,
significant meetings and/or political cultural
and social events in the sub-region and
Africa: introduce through interviews such
notable scholars and leaders as may be
available for such a purpose; project one or
the other aspect of the Liberation Struggle
in Southern Africa and Palestine, in the context of the broader theme of African and
Third World Liberation; and review of
books that seek to highlight the particular
theme of each issue of SAPEM. Ultimately
it wil be you the readers and contributors that
must determine the themes and format of
SAPEM. SAPEM, is your forum; it can sueceed only with your interest and cooperation.

Send your contributions to:
The Editor
SAPEM
P.O. Box MP 111,
MOUNT PLEASANT
HARARE
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